2004 NES Panel Study (2004.S)
Codebook variable documentation file
VERSION 20050502 (May 02, 2005)

DESCRIPTION OF CODEBOOK DOCUMENTATION

Codebook variables are grouped as listed below
(list includes beginning value of variable group
numbering sequence).

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE
  P040001  Study IDs
  P040101  Study weights and sampling error code
  P041001  Study-level administration
  P041201  Sampling/geocodes
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE
  P044001  Post field and administration
  P044101  Post interviewer description
  P044201  Post error flags
  P044401  Post randomization
  P044501  Post candidate
POST-ELECTION SURVEY
  P045001  Post survey
  P045201  Post survey interviewer observation

NOTE: full question tags for study survey questions are 2-level
tags in the format: Qn.fxxx (e.g. Q128.f1g1ax).
Survey questions are ordered according to the number of
the first-level component of the full tag (e.g. Q128),
and internal codebook cross-references are to that portion
of the full tag (there are some gaps in the numbering).

VERSION     Study.1. Version Of 2004 Panel Study Data

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:
Version of NES dataset

NOTES:
------
This is the version of this 2004 NES Panel Study
release in format:
2004NES_VERSION:yyyymmdd

TYPE:
-----
Character

DSETID     Study.2. 2004 Panel Study Dataset ID

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:
NES dataset ID

NOTES:
-----
This is the NES dataset ID of the 2004 NES Panel Study: 2004.S

TYPE:
-----
Character

=============================================================================  
P040001  Study.3. 2004 Panel Study Case ID
=============================================================================  

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

2004 post election case ID

VALID CODES:
-----------
001-897

NOTES:
-----
This is the 2004 NES Panel 4-digit case ID. There are gaps in the numbering.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

=============================================================================  
P040002  Study.4. 2002 NES Pre-Election Case ID
=============================================================================  

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

2002 Pre Election Case ID

VALID CODES:
-----------
0002-1513

NOTES:
-----
This is the 2002 NES (pre-election) case ID. There are gaps in the numbering.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

=============================================================================  
P040003  Study.5. 2000 NES Pre-Election Case ID
=============================================================================  

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:


2000 Panel ID

VALID CODES:  
------------
001-1809

NOTES:  
------
This is the 2000 NES (pre-election) case ID.  
There are gaps in the numbering.

TYPE:  
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

=============================================================================  
P040101  Study.6. 2004 Panel Weight  
=============================================================================  

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:  
2004 Panel Weight

TYPE:  
-----
Numeric  Dec 4

=============================================================================  
P041001  Study.7. Panel Participation 2000-2002-2004  
=============================================================================  

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:  
Panel Participation 2002-2002-2004

VALID CODES:  
------------
1. 2000 Pre --------  2002 Pre --------  2004 Post

NOTES:  
------
All 2004 Panel eligible respondents had been interviewed  
previously in the 2000 NES pre-post study and in the 2002 NES pre-post study.  See codebook introduction file.

TYPE:  
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

1      5
2     49
3     38
4   748

=============================================================================  
P041201  Sampling.1. 2004 State Name  
=============================================================================  

http://www.electionstudies.org/studypages/2004_panel/nes2004panel_var.txt  
10/9/2009
STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
----------
State name.

NOTES:
------
This is the full name of the state corresponding to the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address.

TYPE:
-----
Character

========================================================================
P041201a  Sampling.1a. 2004 Postal Abbreviation Of State
========================================================================

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
----------
State postal abbreviation.

VALID CODES:
------------
AL. Alabama
AK. Alaska
AZ. Arizona
AR. Arkansas
CA. California
CO. Colorado
CT. Connecticut
DE. Delaware
DC. Washington DC
FL. Florida
GA. Georgia
HI. Hawaii
ID. Idaho
IL. Illinois
IN. Indiana
IA. Iowa
KS. Kansas
KY. Kentucky
LA. Louisiana
ME. Maine
MD. Maryland
MA. Massachusetts
MI. Michigan
MN. Minnesota
MS. Mississippi
MO. Missouri
MT. Montana
NE. Nebraska
NV. Nevada
NH. New Hampshire
NJ. New Jersey
NM. New Mexico
NY. New York
NC. North Carolina
ND. North Dakota
OH. Ohio
OK. Oklahoma
OR. Oregon
PA. Pennsylvania
RI. Rhode Island
SC. South Carolina
SD. South Dakota
TN. Tennessee
TX. Texas
UT. Utah
VT. Vermont
VA. Virginia
WA. Washington
WV. West Virginia
WI. Wisconsin
WY. Wyoming

NOTES:
-------
This is the 2-character postal abbreviation of the state corresponding to the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address.

TYPE:
-----
Character

========================================================================
P041202 Sampling.2. 2004 FIPS State Code
========================================================================

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
FIPS state code.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Alabama
02. Alaska
04. Arizona
05. Arkansas
06. California
08. Colorado
09. Connecticut
10. Delaware
11. Washington DC
12. Florida
13. Georgia
15. Hawaii
16. Idaho
17. Illinois
18. Indiana
19. Iowa
20. Kansas
21. Kentucky
22. Louisiana
23. Maine
24. Maryland
25. Massachusetts
26. Michigan
27. Minnesota
28. Mississippi
29. Missouri
30. Montana
31. Nebraska
32. Nevada
33. New Hampshire
34. New Jersey
35. New Mexico
36. New York
37. North Carolina
38. North Dakota
39. Ohio
40. Oklahoma
41. Oregon
42. Pennsylvania
43. Rhode Island
44. South Carolina
45. South Dakota
46. Tennessee
47. Texas
48. Utah
49. Vermont
50. Virginia
51. Washington
52. West Virginia
53. Wisconsin
54. Wyoming

NOTES:
------
This is the FIPS code of the state corresponding to the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
P041203  Sampling.3. 2004 ICPSR State Code
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
ICPSR state code.

VALID CODES:
----------
NEW ENGLAND
01. Connecticut
02. Maine
03. Massachusetts
04. New Hampshire
05. Rhode Island
06. Vermont
MIDDLE ATLANTIC
11. Delaware
12. New Jersey
13. New York
14. Pennsylvania
EAST NORTH CENTRAL
21. Illinois
22. Indiana
23. Michigan
24. Ohio
25. Wisconsin
WEST NORTH CENTRAL
31. Iowa
32. Kansas
33. Minnesota
34. Missouri
35. Nebraska
36. North Dakota
37. South Dakota
SOLID SOUTH
40. Virginia
41. Alabama
42. Arkansas
43. Florida
44. Georgia
45. Louisiana
46. Mississippi
47. North Carolina
48. South Carolina
49. Texas
BORDER STATES
51. Kentucky
52. Maryland
53. Oklahoma
54. Tennessee
55. Washington DC
56. West Virginia
MOUNTAIN STATES
61. Arizona
62. Colorado
63. Idaho
64. Montana
65. Nevada
66. New Mexico
67. Utah
68. Wyoming
PACIFIC STATES
71. California
72. Oregon
73. Washington
EXTERNAL STATES
81. Alaska
82. Hawaii

NOTES:
-----
This is the ICPSR code of the state corresponding to the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address.
State FIPS code and Congressional district number.

NOTES:  
-------  
This is the state FIPS code (1st 1-2 digits) and Congressional District (last 2 digits) of the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address. At-large districts are represented as district 01.

TYPE:  
-------  
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P041204c Sampling.4c. 2004 State ICPSR Code And Congr District Number
========================================================================

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
---------  
State ICPSR code and Congressional district number.

NOTES:  
-------  
This is the state ICPSR code (1st 1-2 digits) and Congressional District (last 2 digits) of the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address. At-large districts are represented as district 01.

TYPE:  
-------  
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P041205 Sampling.5. 2004 Census Region
========================================================================

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
---------  
Census region.

VALID CODES:  
-----------  
1. Northeast (CT,ME,MA,NH,NJ,NY,PA,RI,VT)  
2. North Central (IL,IN,IA,KS,MI,MN,MO,NE,ND,OH,SD,WI)  
3. South (AL,AR,DE,DC,FL,GA,KY,LA,MD,MS,NC,OK,SC,TN,TX,VA,WV)  
4. West (AK,AZ,CA,CO,HI,ID,MT,NM,NV,OR,UT,WA,WY)

NOTES:  
-------  
This is the Census region of the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address.

TYPE:  
-------  
Numeric Dec 0
STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Primary area (PSU).

MISSING CODES:
--------------
INAP. 2000 RDD case

NOTES:
------
This is the primary area (PSU) number of the respondent's original 2000 sampling address (for 2000 NES face-to-face respondents).
To protect the confidentiality of the respondent, this variable has been recoded in the public release: the 44 PSU codes listed (110 through 482) have been recoded to values 1-44 in random order.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
P041207     Sampling.7. 2000 NES Segment Number
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Segment number.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
INAP. 2000 RDD case

NOTES:
------
This is the segment in which the respondent's original 2000 sampling address was selected as a household (for 2000 NES face-to-face respondents).
To protect the confidentiality of the respondent, this variable has been recoded to 999 in the public release.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
P041208  Sampling.8  2004 FIPS State-County Code

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
FIPS state and county code.

NOTES:
------
This represents the state (1st 1 or 2 digits) and county (last 3 digits) of the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address. Washington D.C. is 11001. To protect the confidentiality of the respondent, this variable has been coded to 99999 in the public release.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

P041208a  Sampling.8a  2004 FIPS County Name

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
FIPS County name.

NOTES:
------
This represents the FIPS version of the county name that corresponds to the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address. To protect the confidentiality of the respondent, this variable has been blanked in the public release.

TYPE:
-----
Character

P041209  Sampling.9  2004 Address - 2000 Census Tract Number

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
2000 Census tract number.

MISSING CODES:
------------
0000.00 NA

NOTES:
------
This represents the 2000 Census tract number corresponding to the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address.
To protect the confidentiality of the respondent, this variable has been recoded to 99999.99 in the public release.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric Dec 2

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
2000 Census Place (CDP) code.

MISSING CODES:
------------
00000. Not a Census Place

NOTES:
------
This represents the 2000 Census Place code corresponding to the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address. To protect the confidentiality of the respondent, this variable has been recoded to 99999 in the public release.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric Dec 0

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
2000 Census Minor Civil Division (MCD) code.

MISSING CODES:
------------
00000. NA

NOTES:
------
This represents the 2000 Census Minor Civil Division corresponding to the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address. To protect the confidentiality of the respondent, this variable has been recoded to 99999 in the public release.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric Dec 0

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
1990 Census MSA

MISSING CODES:
------------
00000. Not a Census Place

NOTES:
------
This represents the 1990 Census Place code corresponding to the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address. To protect the confidentiality of the respondent, this variable has been recoded to 99999 in the public release.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric Dec 0
STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) 1990.

MISSING CODES:
------------
0000. Not in a 1990 MSA

NOTES:
------
This represents the 1990 Census MSA corresponding to the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address.
To protect the confidentiality of the respondent, this variable has been recoded to 9999 in the public release.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0


STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
---------

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Rural
5. Urban

MISSING CODES:
------------
0. NA

NOTES:
------
This represents the 2000 Census urban/rural classification corresponding to the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0


STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
MISSING CODES:
-----------
000. Not in a CSA

NOTES:
------
This represents the 2000 Census Combined Statistical Area (CSA) corresponding to the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address.
To protect the confidentiality of the respondent, this variable has been recoded to 999 in the public release.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
2000 Census Component Core-Based Statistical Area (CBSA).

MISSING CODES:
-----------
00000. Not in a CBSA

NOTES:
------
This represents the 2000 Census Component Core-Based Statistical Area (CBSA) corresponding to the respondent's 2004 Panel Study address.
To protect the confidentiality of the respondent, this variable has been recoded to 99999 in the public release.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
2002 State FIPS code and Congressional district number.

MISSING CODES:
-----------
9999. District not correctly assigned in 2002

NOTES:
------
This is the state FIPS code (1st 1-2 digits) and
Congressional District (last 2 digits) of the respondent's 2002 NES address. At-large districts are represented as district 01. Washington DC is 1100. Note that some redistricting was effected prior to the 2002 election.

TYPE: ----- Numeric Dec 0

---------------------------------------------------------------
P041216 Sampling.16. 2000 FIPS State And Congressional District
---------------------------------------------------------------

STUDY DESCRIPTIVE:

QUESTION: ---------
2000 State FIPS code and Congressional district number.

MISSING CODES: ------------
9996. District not correctly assigned in 2004

NOTES: ------
This is the state FIPS code (1st 1-2 digits) and Congressional District (last 2 digits) of the respondent's 2000 NES address. At-large districts are represented as district 01. Washington DC is 1100. Note that some redistricting was effected prior to the 2002 election; prior to the 2004 election, redistricting was effected in Texas only.

TYPE: ----- Numeric Dec 0

---------------------------------------------------------------
P044001 PostAdmin.1. Form Of Post Interview
---------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION: ---------
Assigned form of interview.

VALID CODES: 
-----------
1. Affirm action (Q188-94); soc trust fair (Q217); traits 1 (Q137-40)
2. Affirm action (Q188-94); soc trust fair (Q217); traits 2 (Q137,Q141-43)
3. Affirm action (Q188-94); soc trust helpful (Q218); traits 1 (Q137-40)
4. Affirm action (Q188-94); soc trust helpful (Q218); traits 2 (Q137,Q141-43)
5. Equal pay (Q195-198); soc trust fair (Q217); traits 1 (Q137-40)
6. Equal pay (Q195-198); soc trust fair (Q217); traits 2 (Q137,Q141-43)
7. Equal pay (Q195-198); soc trust helpful (Q218); traits 1 (Q137-40)
8. Equal pay (Q195-198); soc trust helpful (Q218); traits 2 (Q137,Q141-43)
NOTES:
------
In the 2004 Panel, respondents were assigned to the same items that had been randomly assigned in 2002 for 3 question sets: alternative sets of 4 Bush traits; a question set either on race (affirmative action for blacks) or gender (equal pay for women); and a social trust question either describing people as fair/taking advantage or as helpful/looking out for themselves.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  89
2 125
3 105
4 112
5  93
6 110
7 117
8  89

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Pre-election sample release.

VALID CODES:
------------
1. All sample lines released at start of interviewing period

NOTES:
------
All sample lines were issued in a single release at the start of the field period.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Mode of post-election interview.

VALID CODES:
------------
1. All interviews conducted by telephone
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE

QUESTION:
---------
Total number of calls made.

VALID CODES:
------------
1-58

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Post-election result code.

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Completed interview

NOTES:
------
No post-election interviews were partials.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Language of post-election interview.

VALID CODES:
------------
1. All interviews were conducted in English

TYPE:
-----
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Verification of post-election interview.

VALID CODES:
-----------
5. No verification

NOTES:
------
There was no verification of interviews at the interviewing facility.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Interviewer evaluation conducted for post-election interview.

VALID CODES:
-----------
5. No interviewer evaluation

NOTES:
------
There was no interviewer evaluation at the interviewing facility.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Interview tape-recorded.

VALID CODES:
-----------
5. Interview not tape-recorded

NOTE:
-----
There were no tape-recorded interviews at the interviewing facility.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P044010   PostAdmin.10. Interviewed In Parts
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Interview conducted in more than one part/session.

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Interviewed in parts (multiple sessions)
5. Not interviewed in parts (1 session)

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1          97
5         743

========================================================================
P044011   PostAdmin.11. Number Of Parts
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Total number of interviewing sessions for each interview.

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Interview conducted in one session
2. Interview conducted in two sessions
3. Interview conducted in three sessions

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1        743
2        96
3          1

========================================================================
P044012   PostAdmin.12. Number Of Interviewers For Each Interview
========================================================================
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:  
---------
Total number of interviewers for each interview.

VALID CODES:  
------------
1. One interviewer conducted the entire interview
2. Two interviewers conducted the entire interview
3. Three interviewers conducted the entire interview

NOTES:  
------
This is the total number of interviewers administering 1 or more sessions of the interview.

TYPE:  
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

1  757
2  83

P044013a  PostAdmin.13a. Interview Session 1 Interviewer ID

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:  
---------
Interviewer ID of interviewer who conducted session 1 of interview.

VALID CODES:  
------------
1002-1056

TYPE:  
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

P044013b  PostAdmin.13b. Interview Session 1 Date (MMDD)

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:  
---------
Interview session 1 date (MMDD).

NOTES:  
------
This is the interview date of interviews conducted in a single session and the date of the 1st interview session for interviews which were broken into more than 1 session of interviewing.
The first 2 characters provide the month of the session.
date; the last 2 characters provide the day.

TYPE: 
-----
Character

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:  
IF INTERVIEW CONDUCTED IN MORE THAN 1 SESSION:

QUESTION: 
---------
Breakoff session 1.

VALID CODES: 
------------
1. Between Q1 and Q57  
2. Between Q57 and Q144  
3. Between Q144 and Q207  

MISSING CODES: 
--------------
INAP. 1 in Post.Admin.1

NOTES: 
------
This describes the section of interview where the interview was broken off between session 1 and session 2.

TYPE: 
-----
Numeric Dec 2

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:  
IF INTERVIEW CONDUCTED IN MORE THAN 1 SESSION:

QUESTION: 
---------
Interviewer ID of interviewer who conducted session 2 of interview.

VALID CODES: 
------------
1002-1056

MISSING CODES: 
--------------
INAP. 1 in Post.Admin.1

TYPE: 
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF INTERVIEW CONDUCTED IN MORE THAN 1 SESSION:

QUESTION:
---------
Interview session 2 date (MMDD).

MISSING CODES:
--------------
INAP. 1 in Post.Admin.1

NOTES:
------
This is the interview date of session 2. If an interview was conducted in a single session, this variable is INAP.
The first 2 characters provide the month of the session date; the last 2 characters provide the day.

TYPE:
-----
Character

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF INTERVIEW CONDUCTED IN 3 SESSIONS:

QUESTION:
---------
Breakoff session 2.

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Between Q1 and Q57
2. Between Q57 and Q144
3. Between Q144 and Q207

MISSING CODES:
--------------
INAP. 1,2 in Post.Admin.11

NOTES:
------
This describes the section of interview where the interview was broken off between session 2 and session 3.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 2

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF INTERVIEW CONDUCTED IN 3 SESSIONS:

QUESTION:
---------
Interview session 3 Interviewer ID
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF INTERVIEW CONDUCTED IN 3 SESSIONS:

QUESTION:
--------
Interviewer ID of interviewer who conducted part 3 of interview.

VALID CODES:
-----------
1002-1056

MISSING CODES:
-------------
INAP. 1,2 in Post.Admin.11

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P044015b    PostAdmin.15b. Interview Session 3 Date (MMDD)
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF INTERVIEW CONDUCTED IN 3 SESSIONS:

QUESTION:
--------
Interview session 3 date (MMDD).

MISSING CODES:
-------------
INAP. 1,2 in Post.Admin.11

NOTES:
------
This is the interview date of session 3. If an interview was conducted in one or two sessions, this variable is INAP.
The first 2 characters provide the month of the session date; the last 2 characters provide the day.

TYPE:
-----
Character

========================================================================
P044016     PostAdmin.16. Total Length of Interview
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Total length of interview.

MISSING CODES:
-------------
00.0 NA

NOTES:
The mean interview length for the post-election interview was 45.0 minutes.

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Timezone of interview.

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Eastern
2. Central
3. Mountain
4. Pacific
5. Alaska
6. Hawaii

MISSING CODES:
-------------
0. NA

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1   388
2   280
3   48
4   124

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Date interview completed (MMDD).

NOTES:
------
This is the date the interview was completed. The first 2 characters provide the month of the completion date; the last 2 characters provide the day.

TYPE:
-----
Character
P044019       PostAdmin.19. Number of Days After Election IW Completed

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Number of days after the election interview was completed.

VALID CODES:
------------
1-49

NOTES:
-----
This is the number of days by which the November 2, 2004 general election preceded the ending date of the interview. (Note: no interviewing was conducted on the day of the general election).

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

P044020       PostAdmin.20. Interviewer Interview Number (Nth IW)

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Interviewer interview number.

VALID CODES:
------------
1-41

NOTES:
------
This identifies the interview as the Nth interview conducted by the interviewer.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

P044021       PostAdmin.21. Payment 1 Amount

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Payment 1 amount paid to respondent for interview.

VALID CODES:
------------
00. Respondent refused payment
20. $20
40. $40
50. $50

NOTES:
-----
The amount of this payment (unless refused) represents the initial amount offered to the respondent and is the equivalent of the highest amount previously paid to the respondent. For some respondents not yet interviewed and initially offered $20, an additional payment was offered (see PostAdmin.24) later in the field period.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF RESPONDENT DID NOT REFUSE PAYMENT:

QUESTION:
---------
Payment 1 mode.

VALID CODES:
------------
1. All respondents paid by check

MISSING CODES:
---------------
INAP. Respondent refused payment (00 in PostAdmin.20)

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>837</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF RESPONDENT DID NOT REFUSE PAYMENT:

QUESTION:
---------
Date of payment 1 to respondent for IW (MMDD).

MISSING CODES:
--------------
INAP. Respondent refused payment (00 in PostAdmin.20)

NOTES:
------
This is the date that the payment 1 check was issued.

TYPE:
-----
Character

================================================================================
 P044024   PostAdmin.24. Payment 2 Amount
================================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF RESPONDENT WAS OFFERED/PAID AN ADDITIONAL PAYMENT:

QUESTION:
---------
Payment 2 amount paid to respondent for interview.

VALID CODES:
------------
30. $30

MISSING CODES:
--------------
INAP. R did not receive a second payment amount

NOTES:
------
Late in the interviewing period, to increase response rate, an additional payment amount of $30.00 was offered to some respondents who had already been offered a $20.00 payment; respondents who accepted the additional $30 were paid a total of $50 in 2 payments.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  828
30  12

================================================================================
 P044025   PostAdmin.25. Payment 2 Mode
================================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF RESPONDENT WAS OFFERED/PAID AN ADDITIONAL PAYMENT:

QUESTION:
---------
Payment 2 mode.

VALID CODES:
1. Payment by check

MISSING CODES:

INAP. R did not receive a second payment amount

TYPE:

Numeric Dec 0

.  828
1  12

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

IF RESPONDENT WAS OFFERED/PAID AN ADDITIONAL PAYMENT:

QUESTION:

Date of payment 2 to respondent for IW (MMDD).

MISSING CODES:

INAP. R did not receive a second payment amount

NOTES:

This is the date that the payment 2 check was issued.

TYPE:

Character

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:

Type of incentive mailed to respondent in advance of interview.

VALID CODES:

1. University of Michigan notepad

NOTES:

This identifies that a respondent incentive, a refillable University of Michigan padded notepad, was sent with the advance letter and NES study brochure to the respondent prior to the start of the interviewing period. This does not identify whether the advance letter, NES Study brochure, and incentive gift (notepad) were actually received by the respondent due to mail or address
difficulties.

TYPE: ----- Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION: ---------
Final persuasion letter sent 12/03/2004.

VALID CODES:  
-------------
1. Sent  
5. Not sent  

NOTES: ------
In a final effort to convert non-interview cases, a final general persuasion letter was mailed 12/03/2004 to a subset of outstanding cases; some had already, previously, been mailed a refusal conversion letter (PostAdmin.29).

TYPE: ----- Numeric Dec 0
1 48  
5 792  

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION: ---------
Refusal conversion letter sent

VALID CODES:  
-------------
1. Sent  
5. Not sent  

NOTES: ------
Case 409 was sent a second refusal conversion letter. The type of refusal conversion letter was "interview incomplete". It was sent by two-day mail on December 3, 2004.

TYPE: ----- Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:  
IF REFUSAL CONVERSION LETTER SENT TO RESPONDENT:  

QUESTION:  
-------  
Refusal conversion letter type.  

VALID CODES:  
----------  
1. Interview incomplete  
2. Not interested  
3. General reluctance  
4. Too busy  
5. Too old  

MISSING CODES:  
----------  
INAP. 5 in PostAdmin.29  

NOTES:  
-------  
Case 409 was sent a second refusal conversion letter. The type of refusal conversion letter was "interview incomplete". It was sent by two-day mail on December 3, 2004.  

TYPE:  
-----  
Numeric Dec 0  

. 825  
1 1  
3 10  
4 3  
5 1  

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:  
IF REFUSAL CONVERSION LETTER SENT TO RESPONDENT:  

QUESTION:  
-------  
Refusal conversion letter mail priority.  

VALID CODES:  
----------  
1. Two-day mail  
2. Standard mail  

MISSING CODES:  
----------
INAP. 5 in PostAdmin.29

NOTES:
------
Case 409 was sent a second refusal conversion letter. The type of refusal conversion letter was "interview incomplete". It was sent by two-day mail on December 3, 2004.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P044029c    PostAdmin.29c. Refusal Conversion Letter Mail Date
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF REFUSAL CONVERSION LETTER SENT TO RESPONDENT:

QUESTION:
---------
Refusal conversion letter date sent (MMDD).

MISSING CODES:
--------------
INAP. 5 in PostAdmin.29

NOTES:
------
Case 409 was sent a second refusal conversion letter. The type of refusal conversion letter was "interview incomplete". It was sent by two-day mail on December 3, 2004.

TYPE:
-----
Character

========================================================================
P044101     PostIwr.1. Interviewer Of Record (IWR ID)
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Interviewer of record - interviewer ID.

VALID CODES:
------------
0401 - 0450

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P044102     PostIwr.2. Interviewer Gender
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Interviewer gender.

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Male
2. Female

MISSING CODES:
--------------
9. NA

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Interviewer education level.

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Grades 1 - 8
2. Some high school
3. High school graduate
4. Some college
5. College degree
6. Master's degree
7. Ph.D.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
9. NA

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Interviewer race.

VALID CODES:
---

1. White
2. Black
3. Native American
4. Asian
7. Other (includes Hispanic)

MISSING CODES:
---
9. NA

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Interviewer ethnicity.

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. No ethnic identity coded
1. Hispanic
7. Other

MISSING CODES:
-------------
9. NA

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

---

P044105   PostIwr.5. Interviewer Ethnicity

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Languages spoken by interviewer other than English.

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. No other languages
1. Spanish
7. Other

MISSING CODES:
-------------
9. NA

TYPE:

---
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Interviewer years of experience.

VALID CODES:
            00. Less than one year
            01. One year of experience
            21. Twenty one years of experience

MISSING CODES:
               99. NA

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Interviewer age (bracketed).

VALID CODES:
            1. 18-34 years
            2. 35-40 years
            3. 41-45 years
            4. 46-50 years
            5. 51-55 years
            6. 56-60 years
            7. 51-64 years
            8. 65-79 years

MISSING CODES:
               9. NA

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Error flag for the diplomacy/military force scales.

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Before probe correction
2. After probe correction

NOTE:
-----
During the field period, for the diplomacy /military force scales Q144-Q147 an error was discovered in the probe text, which had appeared as follows prior to the discovery:

(As a reminder, 1 means the U.S. should solve with diplomacy and international pressure, 7 means the U.S. must be ready to use international force, and of course you can choose points 2,3,4,5, or 6 in between.)

instead of [correct version]:

(As a reminder, 1 means the U.S. should solve with diplomacy and international pressure, 7 means the U.S. must be ready to use military force, and of course you can choose points 2,3,4,5, or 6 in between.)

This error was corrected immediately upon discovery but only after approximately half of the interviews were already completed. Since the probe as it appeared onscreen was specifically flagged as optional text, it is unknown precisely when the incorrect version was actually read aloud prior to the error discovery. However, PostErr.1 identifies cases that were administered prior to the date when the instrument was revised. Cases are coded 1 if the respondent was asked the diplomacy/force interventionism series before the probe fix was implemented, indicating that the question may have been administered with the incorrect probe text read to the respondent. Cases coded 2 were administered with the correct probe text appearing onscreen.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of John Kerry in thermometers for political figures.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Kerry administered 1st  
02. Kerry administered 2nd  
03. Kerry administered 3rd  
04. Kerry administered 4th  
05. Kerry administered 5th  
06. Kerry administered 6th  
07. Kerry administered 7th  
08. Kerry administered 8th  
09. Kerry administered 9th  
10. Kerry administered 10th  
11. Kerry administered 11th  

NOTES:  
------  
The Q16-Q27 series of political figure thermometers was administered in random order after George W. Bush (fixed as the first thermometer). This variable identifies the thermometer for Kerry (Q17) as administered as the nth thermometer in the randomized portion of the series.  

TYPE:  
-----  
Numeric Dec 0  

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:  

QUESTION:  
---------  
Order of Dick Cheney in thermometers for political figures.  

VALID CODES:  
----------  
01. Cheney administered 1st  
02. Cheney administered 2nd  
03. Cheney administered 3rd  
04. Cheney administered 4th  
05. Cheney administered 5th  
06. Cheney administered 6th  
07. Cheney administered 7th  
08. Cheney administered 8th  
09. Cheney administered 9th  
10. Cheney administered 10th  
11. Cheney administered 11th  

NOTES:  
------  
The Q16-Q27 series of political figure thermometers was administered in random order after George W. Bush (fixed as the first thermometer). This variable identifies the thermometer for Cheney (Q18) as administered as the nth thermometer in the randomized portion of the series.  

TYPE:  
-----
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of Al Gore in thermometers for political figures.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Gore administered 1st
02. Gore administered 2nd
03. Gore administered 3rd
04. Gore administered 4th
05. Gore administered 5th
06. Gore administered 6th
07. Gore administered 7th
08. Gore administered 8th
09. Gore administered 9th
10. Gore administered 10th
11. Gore administered 11th

NOTES:
------
The Q16-Q27 series of political figure thermometers was administered in random order after George W. Bush (fixed as the first thermometer). This variable identifies the thermometer for Gore (Q19) as administered as the nth thermometer in the randomized portion of the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of John Edwards in thermometers for political figures.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Edwards administered 1st
02. Edwards administered 2nd
03. Edwards administered 3rd
04. Edwards administered 4th
05. Edwards administered 5th
06. Edwards administered 6th
07. Edwards administered 7th
08. Edwards administered 8th
09. Edwards administered 9th
10. Edwards administered 10th
11. Edwards administered 11th

NOTES:
------
The Q16-Q27 series of political figure thermometers was administered in random order after George W. Bush (fixed as the first thermometer). This variable identifies the thermometer for Edwards (Q20) as administered as the nth thermometer in the randomized portion of the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P044405     PostRand.1e. Pos Nader - Polit Figs Thermometers
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of Ralph Nader in thermometers for political figures.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Nader administered 1st
02. Nader administered 2nd
03. Nader administered 3rd
04. Nader administered 4th
05. Nader administered 5th
06. Nader administered 6th
07. Nader administered 7th
08. Nader administered 8th
09. Nader administered 9th
10. Nader administered 10th
11. Nader administered 11th

NOTES:
------
The Q16-Q27 series of political figure thermometers was administered in random order after George W. Bush (fixed as the first thermometer). This variable identifies the thermometer for Nader (Q21) as administered as the nth thermometer in the randomized portion of the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P044406     PostRand.1f. Pos Clinton - Polit Figs Thermometers
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
QUESTION: 
---------
Order of Bill Clinton in thermometers for political figures.

VALID CODES: 
------------
01. Clinton administered 1st
02. Clinton administered 2nd
03. Clinton administered 3rd
04. Clinton administered 4th
05. Clinton administered 5th
06. Clinton administered 6th
07. Clinton administered 7th
08. Clinton administered 8th
09. Clinton administered 9th
10. Clinton administered 10th
11. Clinton administered 11th

NOTES: 
------
The Q16-Q27 series of political figure thermometers was administered in random order after George W. Bush (fixed as the first thermometer). This variable identifies the thermometer for Clinton (Q22) as administered as the nth thermometer in the randomized portion of the series.

TYPE: 
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P044407  PostRand.1g. Pos Powell - Polit Figs Thermometers
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION: 
---------
Order of Colin Powell in thermometers for political figures.

VALID CODES: 
------------
01. Powell administered 1st
02. Powell administered 2nd
03. Powell administered 3rd
04. Powell administered 4th
05. Powell administered 5th
06. Powell administered 6th
07. Powell administered 7th
08. Powell administered 8th
09. Powell administered 9th
10. Powell administered 10th
11. Powell administered 11th

NOTES: 
------
The Q16-Q27 series of political figure thermometers was administered in random order after George W. Bush (fixed as the first thermometer). This variable
identifies the thermometer for Powell (Q23) as administered as the nth thermometer in the randomized portion of the series.

TYPE: 
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION: 
--------
Order of John Ashcroft in thermometers for political figures.

VALID CODES: 
------------
01. Ashcroft administered 1st
02. Ashcroft administered 2nd
03. Ashcroft administered 3rd
04. Ashcroft administered 4th
05. Ashcroft administered 5th
06. Ashcroft administered 6th
07. Ashcroft administered 7th
08. Ashcroft administered 8th
09. Ashcroft administered 9th
10. Ashcroft administered 10th
11. Ashcroft administered 11th

NOTES: 
------
The Q16-Q27 series of political figure thermometers was administered in random order after George W. Bush (fixed as the first thermometer). This variable identifies the thermometer for Ashcroft (Q24) as administered as the nth thermometer in the randomized portion of the series.

TYPE: 
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION: 
--------
Order of Jesse Jackson in thermometers for political figures.

VALID CODES: 
------------
01. Jackson administered 1st
02. Jackson administered 2nd
03. Jackson administered 3rd
04. Jackson administered 4th
05. Jackson administered 5th
06. Jackson administered 6th
07. Jackson administered 7th
08. Jackson administered 8th
09. Jackson administered 9th
10. Jackson administered 10th
11. Jackson administered 11th

NOTES:
-------
The Q16-Q27 series of political figure thermometers was administered in random order after George W. Bush (fixed as the first thermometer). This variable identifies the thermometer for Jackson (Q25) as administered as the nth thermometer in the randomized portion of the series.

TYPE:       
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P044410    PostRand.1k. Pos Laura Bush - Polit Figs Thermometers
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
-------
Order of Laura Bush in thermometers for political figures.

VALID CODES:
-------
01. Laura Bush administered 1st
02. Laura Bush administered 2nd
03. Laura Bush administered 3rd
04. Laura Bush administered 4th
05. Laura Bush administered 5th
06. Laura Bush administered 6th
07. Laura Bush administered 7th
08. Laura Bush administered 8th
09. Laura Bush administered 9th
10. Laura Bush administered 10th
11. Laura Bush administered 11th

NOTES:
-------
The Q16-Q27 series of political figure thermometers was administered in random order after George W. Bush (fixed as the first thermometer). This variable identifies the thermometer for Laura Bush (Q26) as administered as the nth thermometer in the randomized portion of the series.

TYPE:       
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of Hillary Clinton in thermometers for political figures.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Hillary Clinton administered 1st
02. Hillary Clinton administered 2nd
03. Hillary Clinton administered 3rd
04. Hillary Clinton administered 4th
05. Hillary Clinton administered 5th
06. Hillary Clinton administered 6th
07. Hillary Clinton administered 7th
08. Hillary Clinton administered 8th
09. Hillary Clinton administered 9th
10. Hillary Clinton administered 10th
11. Hillary Clinton administered 11th

NOTES:
------
The Q16-Q27 series of political figure thermometers was administered in random order after George W. Bush (fixed as the first thermometer). This variable identifies the thermometer for Hillary Clinton (Q27) as administered as the nth thermometer in the randomized portion of the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of the Supreme Court in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for the Supreme Court (Q28) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Order of Congress in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
----------
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for Congress (Q29) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Order of the military in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
----------
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for the military (Q30) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Order of the federal government in the group thermometers.
the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P044418    PostRand.2g. Pos Conservatives - Group Therms
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of conservatives in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for conservatives (Q34) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P044419    PostRand.2h. Pos Liberals - Group Therms
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of liberals in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for liberals (Q35) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P044420    PostRand.2j. Pos Unions - Group Therms
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
QUESTION:
---------
Order of unions in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for unions (Q36) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of big business in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for big business (Q37) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of poor people in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 26

NOTES:
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for poor people (Q38) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
------
Numeric Dec 0

The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for Hispanics (Q40) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
------
Numeric Dec 0

-----

The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for poor people (Q38) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
------
Numeric Dec 0

The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for Hispanics (Q40) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
------
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
-------
Order of Christian fundamentalists in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
----------
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for Christian fundamentalists (Q41) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
-------
Order of the elderly in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
----------
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for the elderly (Q42) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
Order of environmentalists in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
---------
01 - 26

NOTES:
-----
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for environmentalists (Q43) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of homosexuals in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
---------
01 - 26

NOTES:
-----
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for homosexuals (Q44) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of Catholics in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
---------
01 - 26

NOTES:
-----
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered
in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for Catholics (Q45) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric Dec 0

-----------------------------------------------
P044430  PostRand.2v. Pos Jews - Group Therms
-----------------------------------------------

**POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:**

**QUESTION:**
--------
Order of Jews in the group thermometers.

**VALID CODES:**
---------
01 - 26

**NOTES:**
-------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for Jews (Q46) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric Dec 0

-----------------------------------------------
P044431  PostRand.2w. Pos Protestants - Group Therms
-----------------------------------------------

**POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:**

**QUESTION:**
--------
Order of Protestants in the group thermometers.

**VALID CODES:**
---------
01 - 26

**NOTES:**
-------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for Protestants (Q47) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric Dec 0

-----------------------------------------------
P044432  PostRand.2y. Pos Feminists - Group Therms
-----------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Order of feminists in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for feminists (Q48) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Order of Asian-Americans in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for Asian-Americans (Q49) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Order of the news media in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for the news media (Q50) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of the Catholic Church in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for the Catholic Church (Q51) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of men in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for men (Q52) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of women in the group thermometers.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 26

NOTES:
------
The Q28-Q53 series of group thermometers was administered in random order. This variable identifies the thermometer for women (Q53) as administered as the nth thermometer in the series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of AIDS research in the federal spending series.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 13

NOTES:
------
The Q93-Q114 series of federal spending items was administered in random order after environmental protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies AIDS research (Q81) as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of welfare in the federal spending series.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 13

NOTES:
------
The Q93-Q114 series of federal spending items was administered in random order after environmental protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies welfare as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Order of welfare in the federal spending series.

VALID CODES:
-----------
01 - 13

NOTES:
------
The Q93-Q114 series of federal spending items was administered in random order after environmental protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies welfare (Q82) as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

========================================================================
P044440     PostRand.3c. Pos Public/Big-City Schools - Fed Spending
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Order of public schools/big-city schools in the federal spending series.

VALID CODES:
-----------
01 - 13

NOTES:
------
The Q93-Q114 series of federal spending items was administered in random order after environmental protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies public schools/big-city schools as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

========================================================================
P044441     PostRand.3d. Pos Crime - Fed Spending
========================================================================
Order of crime in the federal spending series.

VALID CODES:
-------------
01 - 13

NOTES:
------
The Q93-Q114 series of federal spending items was administered in random order after environmental protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies crime (Q99) as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of child care in the federal spending series.

VALID CODES:
-------------
01 - 13

NOTES:
------
The Q93-Q114 series of federal spending items was administered in random order after environmental protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies child care (Q100) as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of homeland security/war on terrorism in the federal spending series.

VALID CODES:
-------------
01 - 13
The Q93-Q114 series of federal spending items was administered in random order after environmental protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies homeland security/war on terrorism as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.

**TYPE:**
---
Numeric Dec 0

---

**P044444** PostRand.3g. Pos Poor/Working Poor – Fed Spending

---

**POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:**

**QUESTION:**
-------
Order of poor people/working poor in the federal spending series.

**VALID CODES:**
--------
01 - 13

**NOTES:**
------
The Q93-Q114 series of federal spending items was administered in random order after environmental protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies poor/working poor as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric Dec 0

---

**P044445** PostRand.3h. Pos Foreign Aid – Fed Spending

---

**POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:**

**QUESTION:**
-------
Order of foreign aid in the federal spending series.

**VALID CODES:**
--------
01 - 13

**NOTES:**
------
The Q93-Q114 series of federal spending items was administered in random order after environmental protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies foreign aid as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.
protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies foreign aid (Q107) as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.

TYPE: 
-----
Numeric  Dec  0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION: 
----------
Order of Social Security in the federal spending series.

VALID CODES: 
------------
01 - 13

NOTES: 
------
The Q93-Q114 series of federal spending items was administered in random order after environmental protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies Social Security (Q108) as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.

TYPE: 
-----
Numeric  Dec  0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION: 
----------
Order of border security in the federal spending series.

VALID CODES: 
------------
01 - 13

NOTES: 
------
The Q93-Q114 series of federal spending items was administered in random order after environmental protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies border security (Q109) as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.
P044448    PostRand.3m. Aid To Blacks - Fed Spending

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of aid to Blacks in the federal spending series.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 13

NOTES:
------
The Q93-Q114 series of federal spending items was administered in random order after environmental protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies aid to Blacks (Q110) as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

P044449    PostRand.3n. Early Education - Fed Spending

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of preschool and early education for poor children/pre-school and early education for Black children in the federal spending series.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 13

NOTES:
------
The Q93-Q114 series of federal spending items was administered in random order after environmental protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies preschool and early education for poor children/pre-school and early education for Black children as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Order of defense in the federal spending series.

VALID CODES:
------------
01 - 13

NOTES:
------
The Q93-Q114 series of federal spending items was administered in random order after environmental protection (fixed as the first spending item). This variable identifies defense (Q114) as administered as the nth item in the randomized portion of the federal spending series.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Random administration in federal spending series:
public schools or big-city schools.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Federal spending on public schools
02. Federal spending on big-city schools

NOTE:
-----
For the federal spending item on school spending, respondents were randomly administered one of two possible wordings: public schools or big-city schools (Q96,Q97)

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1   407
2   433

http://www.electionstudies.org/studypages/2004_panel/nes2004panel_var.txt
P044452    PostRand.5. Homeland Sec/War On Terrorism Wording

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Random administration in federal spending series:
homeland security or war on terrorism.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Federal spending on homeland security
02. Federal spending on the war on terrorism

NOTE:
-----
For the federal spending item related to national
security, respondents were randomly administered one
of two possible wordings: homeland security or war
on terrorism (Q102,Q103)

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  409
2  431

P044453    PostRand.6. Poor People/Working Poor Wording

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Random administration in federal spending series:
poor people or working poor.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Federal spending on poor people
02. Federal spending on the working poor

NOTE:
-----
For the federal spending item on aid to the poor,
respondents were randomly administered one of two
possible wordings: poor people or the working poor
(Q104,Q105)

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  425
2  415
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Random administration in federal spending series: poor children or black children.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Federal spending on preschool and early education for poor children
02. Federal spending on preschool and early education for black children

NOTE:
-----
For the federal spending item on preschool and early education, respondents were randomly administered one of two possible wordings: poor children or black children (Q111,Q112)

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
1  425
2  415

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF R ADMINISTERED 1ST SET OF GW BUSH TRAITS:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of "provides strong leadership" in 1st set of GW Bush traits.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Provides strong leadership 1st in set 1 of GW Bush traits
02. Provides strong leadership 2nd in set 1 of GW Bush traits
03. Provides strong leadership 3rd in set 1 of GW Bush traits
04. Provides strong leadership 4th in set 1 of GW Bush traits

MISSING CODES:
---------------
INAP. R selected for 2nd set of traits

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were assigned the same set of 4 traits for George W. Bush as in 2002, with the order of traits randomized. This is the order of the leadership trait (Q137a/Q137) in the 1st set of traits.
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF R ADMINISTERED 1ST SET OF GW BUSH TRAITS:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of "moral" in 1st set of GW Bush traits.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Moral 1st in set 1 of GW Bush traits
02. Moral 2nd in set 1 of GW Bush traits
03. Moral 3rd GW set 1 of GW Bush traits
04. Moral 4th GW set 1 of GW Bush traits

MISSING CODES:
---------------
INAP. R selected for 2nd set of traits

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were assigned the same set of 4 traits for George W. Bush as in 2002, with the order of traits randomized. This is the order of the moral trait (Q138) in the 1st set of traits.
VALID CODES:
-------------
01. Out of touch 1st in set 1 of GW Bush traits
02. Out of touch 2nd in set 1 of GW Bush traits
03. Out of touch 3rd in set 1 of GW Bush traits
04. Out of touch 4th in set 1 of GW Bush traits

MISSING CODES:
---------------
INAP. R selected for 2nd set of traits

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were assigned the same set of 4 traits for George W. Bush as in 2002, with the order of traits randomized. This is the order of the out of touch trait (Q139) in the 1st set of traits.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
       436
       89
       98
      109
      108

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF R ADMINISTERED 1ST SET OF GW BUSH TRAITS:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of "knowledgeable" in 1st set of GW Bush traits.

VALID CODES:
-------------
01. Knowledgeable 1st in set 1 of GW Bush traits
02. Knowledgeable 2nd in set 1 of GW Bush traits
03. Knowledgeable 3rd in set 1 of GW Bush traits
04. Knowledgeable 4th in set 1 of GW Bush traits

MISSING CODES:
---------------
INAP. R selected for 2nd set of traits

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were assigned the same set of 4 traits for George W. Bush as in 2002, with the order of traits randomized. This is the order of the knowledgeable trait (Q140) in the 1st set of traits.

TYPE:
-----
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF R ADMINISTERED 2ND SET OF GW BUSH TRAITS:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of "provides strong leadership" in 2nd set of GW Bush traits.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Provides strong leadership 1st in set 2 of GW Bush traits
02. Provides strong leadership 2nd in set 2 of GW Bush traits
03. Provides strong leadership 3rd in set 2 of GW Bush traits
04. Provides strong leadership 4th in set 2 of GW Bush traits

MISSING CODES:
--------------
INAP. R selected for 1st set of traits

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were assigned the same set of 4 traits for George W. Bush as in 2002, with the order of traits randomized. This is the order of the leadership trait (Q137b/Q137) in the 2nd set of traits.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

---

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF R ADMINISTERED 2ND SET OF GW BUSH TRAITS:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of "really cares" in 2nd set of GW Bush traits.
VALID CODES:
------------
01. Really cares 1st in set 2 of GW Bush traits
02. Really cares 2nd in set 2 of GW Bush traits
03. Really cares 3rd in set 2 of GW Bush traits
04. Really cares 4th in set 2 of GW Bush traits

MISSING CODES:
-------------
INAP. R selected for 1st set of traits

NOTES:
------
Respondents were assigned the same set of 4 traits for George W. Bush as in 2002, with the order of traits randomized. This is the order of the really cares trait (Q141) in the 2nd set of traits.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  404
1  117
2  125
3   96
4   98

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF R ADMINISTERED 2ND SET OF GW BUSH TRAITS:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of "dishonest" in 2nd set of GW Bush traits.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Dishonest 1st in set 2 of GW Bush traits
02. Dishonest 2nd in set 2 of GW Bush traits
03. Dishonest 3rd in set 2 of GW Bush traits
04. Dishonest 4th in set 2 of GW Bush traits

MISSING CODES:
-------------
INAP. R selected for 1st set of traits

NOTES:
------
Respondents were assigned the same set of 4 traits for George W. Bush as in 2002, with the order of traits randomized. This is the order of the really cares trait (Q142) in the 2nd set of traits.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

IF R ADMINISTERED 2ND SET OF GW BUSH TRAITS:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of "intelligent" in 2nd set of GW Bush traits.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Intelligent 1st in set 2 of GW Bush traits
02. Intelligent 2nd in set 2 of GW Bush traits
03. Intelligent 3rd in set 2 of GW Bush traits
04. Intelligent 4th in set 2 of GW Bush traits

MISSING CODES:
--------------
INAP. R selected for 1st set of traits

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were assigned the same set of 4 traits for George W. Bush as in 2002, with the order of traits randomized. This is the order of the intelligent trait (Q143) in the 2nd set of traits.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

P044463  PostRand.10. Order Party Plcmt Diplomacy Scale

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of Democratic Party and Republican Party in the diplomacy/military scale items.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Diplomacy scale placement -Democratic party 1st, Republican party 2nd
02. Diplomacy scale placement -Republican party 1st, Democratic party 2nd

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned one of two possible orders for placements of the Democratic party and Republican party on the diplomacy/military scale (Q146,Q147): Democratic party first and Republican party second, or vice-versa.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  416
2  424

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Order of rich and poor in the pay taxes series.

VALID CODES:
----------
01. Taxes paid by the rich 1st, taxes paid by the poor 2nd
02. Taxes paid by the poor 1st, taxes paid by the rich 2nd

NOTE:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned one of two possible orders for placement of questions on the payment of taxes by the rich/poor (Q168,Q169): rich first and poor second, or vice-versa.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  432
2  408

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
--------
Order of Democratic Party and Republican Party in the government services items.

VALID CODES:
----------
01. Government services -Democratic party 1st, Republican party 2nd
02. Government services -Republican party 1st, Democratic party 2nd

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned one of two possible orders for placements of Democratic party and Republican party positions on the government spending scale (Q183, Q184): Democratic party first and Republican party second, or vice-versa.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  434
2  406

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF R WAS ADMINISTERED THE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION SERIES:

QUESTION:
-------
Order of Democratic Party and Republican Party in the affirmative action series.

VALID CODES:
---------
01. Affirmative action -Democratic party 1st, Republican party 2nd
02. Affirmative action -Republican party 1st, Democratic party 2nd

MISSING CODES:
---------
INAP. R administered series on equal pay for women

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned one of two possible orders for placements of Democratic party and Republican party positions on affirmative action (Q190, Q192): Democratic party first and Republican party second, or vice-versa.
[Respondents were assigned either to the affirmative action series or the equal pay for women series according to which series had been previously administered to them, in 2002]

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  423
1  220
2  197
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:
IF R WAS ADMINISTERED THE EQUAL PAY FOR WOMEN SERIES:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of Democratic Party and Republican Party in the equal pay for women series.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Equal pay for women-Democratic party 1st, Republican party 2nd
02. Equal pay for women-Republican party 1st, Democratic party 2nd

MISSING CODES:
--------------
INAP. R administered series on Affirmative Action

NOTE:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned one of two possible orders for placements of Democratic party and Republican party positions on equal pay for women (Q197,Q198): Democratic party first and Republican party second, or vice-versa. [Respondents were assigned either to the affirmative action series or the equal pay for women series according to which series had been previously administered to them, in 2002]

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

.   417
1   214
2   209

========================================================================

P044468     PostRand.15. Order Working Women Items
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Order of three items in the working women series.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Order Q213, Q214, Q215
02. Order Q215, Q213, Q214

NOTE:
-----
Respondents were randomly administered to one of two possible orders for questions in the working women series: either Q213,Q214,Q215 or else Q215,Q213,Q214.
TYPE:  
-----  
Numeric Dec 0  

1  428  
2  412  

P044501  PostCand.1. 2004 House Type Race  

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:  

QUESTION:  
---------  
2004 House Type Race.  

VALID CODES:  
-----------  

INCUMBENT RUNNING  
12 Democratic incumbent running - Republican challenger  
13 Democratic incumbent running - other challenger  
14 Democratic incumbent running - unopposed  
19 Democratic incumbent running - Repub and other challengers  
21 Republican incumbent running - Democratic challenger  
23 Republican incumbent running - other challenger  
24 Republican incumbent running - unopposed  
29 Republican incumbent running - Dem and other challengers  
31 Other incumbent running - Democratic challenger  
32 Other incumbent running - Republican challenger  
34 Other incumbent running - unopposed  
35 Other incumbent running - Democratic and Republican challengers  
36 Other incumbent running -- Republican and other challengers  
37 Other incumbent running -- Democratic and other challengers  
39 Other incumbent running -- Democratic, Republican, other challengers  

SPECIAL HOUSE TYPE RACE DUE TO REDISTRICTING  
40 Democratic and Republican incumbents running - no other candidate  
41 2 Democratic incumbents running - no other candidate  
42 2 Republican incumbents running - no other candidate  
43 Dem and Repub incumbents running - other candidate(s)  
44 Democratic non-incumbent only - no retiree/unclear who is retiree  
45 Republican non-incumbent only - no retiree/unclear who is retiree  
46 Democratic and Republican cands - no retiree/unclear who is retiree  
47 Democratic and other cands - no retiree/unclear who is retiree  
48 Republican and other cands - no retiree/unclear who is retiree  
49 Democratic, Republican, other cands - no retiree/unclear who is retiree  

NO INCUMBENT RUNNING:  
51 Dem incumbent not running -- Democratic candidate unopposed  
52 Dem incumbent not running -- Republican candidate unopposed  
53 Dem incumbent not running -- other candidate unopposed  
55 Dem incumbent not running -- Democratic and Republican cands  
56 Dem incumbent not running -- Republican and other cands  
57 Dem incumbent not running -- Democratic and other cands  
59 Dem incumbent not running -- Democratic, Republican, other cands  
61 Rep incumbent not running -- Democratic candidate unopposed  
62 Rep incumbent not running -- Republican candidate unopposed  
63 Rep incumbent not running -- other candidate unopposed  
65 Rep incumbent not running -- Democratic and Republican cands  
66 Rep incumbent not running -- Republican and other cands
67 Rep incumbent not running -- Democratic and other cands
69 Rep incumbent not running -- Democratic, Republican, other cands
71 Other incumbent not running -- Democratic candidate unopposed
72 Other incumbent not running -- Republican candidate unopposed
73 Other incumbent not running -- other candidate unopposed
75 Other incumbent not running -- Democratic and Republican cands
76 Other incumbent not running -- Republican and other cands
77 Other incumbent not running -- Democratic and other cands
79 Other incumbent not running -- Democratic, Republican, other cands

HOUSE - LOUISIANA DISTRICTS ONLY
91 Rep incumbent not running - Democratic and 2 Republican candidates
92 Rep incumbent not running - Republican and 2 Democratic candidates
93 Dem incumbent not running - Democratic and 2 Republican candidates
94 Dem incumbent not running - Republican and 2 Democratic candidates

MISSING CODES:
--------------
00 Washington D.C. (no House or Senate race)

NOTE:
-----
House incumbents have been regarded as candidates (already) in office and representing a district -- where district is regarded as a geographic unit-- at the time of the 2004 election. The extent of the Texas redistricting prior to the 2004 election produced House races with incumbents running in areas where he or she had provided little or no prior representation, thus no Texas candidate has been identified as a true incumbent for the new Texas districts in effect for the 2004 election (House type race 44-49). In Louisiana (House type race 91-94), the runoff system allows multiple candidates from a single party to run in the November general election.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P044502 PostCand.2. 2004 Senate Type Race
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
2004 Senate Type Race.

VALID CODES:
-----------
INCUMBENT RUNNING
12 Democratic incumbent running - Republican challenger
13 Democratic incumbent running - other challenger
14 Democratic incumbent running - unopposed
19 Democratic incumbent running - Repub and other challengers
21 Republican incumbent running - Democratic challenger
23 Republican incumbent running - other challenger
24 Republican incumbent running - unopposed
29 Republican incumbent running - Dem and other challengers
31 Other incumbent running - Democratic challenger
Other incumbent running - Republican challenger
Other incumbent running - unopposed
Other incumbent running - Democratic and Republican challengers
Other incumbent running -- Republican and other challengers
Other incumbent running -- Democratic and other challengers
Other incumbent running -- Democratic, Republican, other challengers

NO INCUMBENT RUNNING:
Dem incumbent not running -- Democratic candidate unopposed
Dem incumbent not running -- Republican candidate unopposed
Dem incumbent not running -- other candidate unopposed
Dem incumbent not running -- Democratic and Republican cands
Dem incumbent not running -- Republican and other cands
Dem incumbent not running -- Democratic and other cands
Dem incumbent not running -- Democratic, Republican, other cands
Rep incumbent not running -- Democratic candidate unopposed
Rep incumbent not running -- Republican candidate unopposed
Rep incumbent not running -- other candidate unopposed
Rep incumbent not running -- Democratic and Republican cands
Rep incumbent not running -- Republican and other cands
Rep incumbent not running -- Democratic and other cands
Rep incumbent not running -- Democratic, Republican, other cands

Other incumbent not running -- Democratic candidate unopposed
Other incumbent not running -- Republican candidate unopposed
Other incumbent not running -- other candidate unopposed
Other incumbent not running -- Democratic and Republican cands
Other incumbent not running -- Republican and other cands
Other incumbent not running -- Democratic and other cands
Other incumbent not running -- Democratic, Republican, other cands

NO RACE IN STATE:
Democratic incumbents, no race in state
Republican incumbents, no race in state
Democratic and Republican incumbents, no race in state
Democratic and other incumbent, no race in state
Republican and other incumbent, no race in state

MISSING CODES:
------------
00 Washington D.C. (no House or Senate race)

NOTE:
-----
The Louisiana runoff system allows multiple candidates from a single party to run in the House November general election.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
------------

VALID CODES:
0. Same address 2000 and 2002
1. Different address 2000 and 2002

MISSING CODES:
----------
9. NA

NOTE:
-----
Based on address information. 2002 address was address where respondent was located at the beginning of the 2002 field period; in several cases, this was a 2nd residence in another state. Code 9 corresponds to cases where physical address was insufficient (for example, post office box within the same state in one or both years).

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

0 764
1 50
9 26

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------

VALID CODES:
----------
0. Same address 2002 and 2004
1. Different address 2002 and 2004

MISSING CODES:
----------
9. NA

NOTE:
-----
Based on address information. 2002 address was address where respondent was located at the beginning of the 2002 field period; in several cases, this was a 2nd residence in another state. Code 9 corresponds to cases where physical address was insufficient (for example, post office box within the same state in one or both years).

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. Same address 2000 and 2004
1. Different address 2000 and 2004

MISSING CODES:
---------------
9. NA

NOTE:
-----
Based on address information. Code 1 includes 3 cases where R clearly moved between 2000 and 2004 but year of move is unknown. Code 9 corresponds to cases where physical address was insufficient (for example, post office box within the same state in one or both years).

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Panel respondent change in Congressional district number 2000-2002.

VALID CODES:
-------------
0. Same state and district number in 2000 and 2002
1. Different state/district number in 2000 and 2002

MISSING CODES:
---------------
9. NA (error in district assignment in 2000 or 2002)

NOTE:
-----
Due to redistricting effected just prior to the 2002
general election, code 1 may include cases where
the change in district was not due to change in
address. (For code 0, it is also possible --though
less likely-- that, due to redistricting, the respondent
moved to another district but redistricting renumbered
to the same number as in 2000.)

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0
0     554
1     283
9      3

========================================================================
P044504b    PostCand.4b. 2002-2004 Change In District Number
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Panel respondent change in Congressional district number

VALID CODES:
------------
0. Same state and district number in 2002 and 2004
1. Different state/district number in 2002 and 2004

MISSING CODES:
--------------
9. NA (error in district assignment in 2002)

NOTE:
-----
Due to Texas redistricting effected just prior to the
2004 general election, code 1 may include Texas cases
where the change in district was not due to change in
address. (For code 0, it is also possible --though
less likely-- that, due to redistricting, the respondent
moved to another Texas district but redistricting
renumbered to the same number as in 2002.)

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0
0     774
1     65
9      1

========================================================================
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------

VALID CODES:
------------
0. Same state and district number in 2000 and 2004
1. Different state/district number in 2000 and 2004

MISSING CODES:
---------------
9. NA (error in district assignment in 2000)

NOTE:
-----
Due to redistricting effected just prior to the 2002
general election, and Texas redistricting effected just
prior to the 2004 general election, code 1 may include
cases where the change in district was not due to change in
address. (For code 0, it is also possible --though
less likely-- that, due to redistricting, the respondent
moved to another district but redistricting renumbered
to the same number as in 2000.)

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------

VALID CODES:
------------
SAME DISTRICT
0. Move not known; same district assignment
1. R did not move 2000-2002, no change in district
2. R moved 2000-2002 but same district
DIFFERENT DISTRICT
3. R moved 2000-2002 to different district
4. R did not move 2000-2002 but different district (redistricting)
5. Move not known; different district assignment in 2002
MISSING CODES:
--------------
9. NA (includes 9 in PostCand.4a)

NOTE:
-----
Based on move status and district assignment. Codes 0 and 5 include cases where address detail not sufficiently to identify as same or different address, though district known.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P044505b PostCand.5b. 2002-2004 District Status

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
Panel respondent change in Congressional district 2002-2004.

VALID CODES:
------------
SAME DISTRICT
0. Move not known; same district assignment
1. R did not move 2002-2004, no change in district
2. R moved 2002-2004 but same district
DIFFERENT DISTRICT
3. R moved 2002-2004 to different district
4. R did not move 2002-2004 but different district (redistricting)
5. Move not known; different district assignment in 2004

MISSING CODES:
--------------
9. NA (includes 9 in PostCand.4b)

NOTE:
-----
Based on move status and district assignment Codes 0 and 5 include cases where address detail not sufficiently to identify as same or different address, though district known.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------

VALID CODES:
------------
SAME DISTRICT
0. Move not known; same district assignment
1. R did not move 2000-2004, no change in district
2. R moved 2000-2004 but same district
DIFFERENT DISTRICT
3. R moved 2000-2004 to different district
4. R did not move 2000-2004 but different district (redistricting)
5. Move not known; different district assignment in 2004

MISSING CODES:
--------------
9. NA (includes 9 in PostCand.4c)

NOTE:
-----
Based on move status and district assignment
Codes 0 and 5 include cases where address detail
not sufficiently to identify as same or different
address, though district known.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

0         17
1         402
2          88
3         104
4         221
5          6
9          2

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
2000 and 2002 House candidate(s) same.

http://www.electionstudies.org/studypages/2004_panel/nes2004panel_var.txt
VALID CODES:
-----------
00. Neither 2002 Democratic candidate preload name nor
    2002 Republican candidate preload name had been preloaded
    as candidates in respondent's 2000 IW
01. 2002 Democratic cand preload name same as preloaded for 2000
02. 2002 Republican cand preload name same as preloaded for 2000
03. Both Democratic and Republican candidate names same 2000-2002
04. 2002 Democratic Retiring Representative name had been
    preloaded in 2000 as Democratic candidate name
05. 2002 Republican Retiring Representative name had been
    preloaded in 2000 as Republican candidate name
15. 2000-2002 preload Democratic cand name same;
    2002 retiring Republican incumbent had been preloaded in
    2000 as Republican candidate
24. 2000-2002 preload Republican cand name same;
    2002 retiring Democratic incumbent had been preloaded in
    2000 as Democratic candidate

NOTE:
-----
This determines whether either of the House candidate
names preloaded into the 2002 Post instrument was the
same as the House candidate name that had been preloaded
into the NES 2000 Post instrument.
Note: Due to 2002 redistricting, district number for
2000-2002 nonmovers may not have been have been the same in
2000 and 2002; names of candidates were compared to construct
this summary.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P044506a  PostCand.6a. 2002-2004 Same House Candidates

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------
2002 and 2004 House candidate(s) same.

VALID CODES:
------------
01. No, R in different districts 2002-2004
02. No, R in same district 2002-2004 but neither candidate same
03. No, R TEXAS 2002-2004: neither candidate same
10. Yes, R in same district 2002-2004: same Democratic candidate
20. Yes, R in same district 2002-2004: same Republican candidate
30. Yes, R in same district 2002-2004: both major party candidates the same
70. TEXAS 2004: R's 2004 Democratic candidate same as 2002
80. TEXAS 2004: R's 2004 Republican candidate same as 2002
90. TEXAS 2004: both 2004 major party candidates same as 2002

MISSING CODES:
------------
00. NA, error in district assignment in 2002

NOTE:
-----
This determines whether the Democratic or Republican House
candidate running in the district of the respondent's 2004
address was the same that ran in the district of respondent's
2002 address.
The extent of the Texas redistricting prior to the 2004
election produced 2004 House races with incumbents running in
areas where he or she had provided little or no prior
representation. Thus for 2004 Texas cases, 2002-2004 move
status or congressional district identification does not
necessarily have a relationship to sameness of candidates
from 2002 to 2004; only names of candidates were compared
to construct this summary for TX cases.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P044506b PostCand.6b. 2004 House Retiree Status In 2002

POST-ELECTION ADMINISTRATIVE:

QUESTION:
---------

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. No, R's 2004 House retiree was not R's 2002 Dem or Repub cand
1. Yes, R's 2004 House retiree was R's 2002 Democratic candidate
2. Yes, R's 2004 House retiree was R's 2002 Republican candidate

MISSING CODES:
------------
9. Texas 2004

NOTE:
Names were compared to construct this summary. This determines whether the Democratic or Republican retiring House incumbent for the district of R's 2004 address had been preloaded as a running candidate in 2002 for the district of R's 2002 address. For 2004 Texas cases, extensive redistricting did not allow clear identification of retiring incumbent.

TYPE:  
-----
Numeric Dec 0

0  728
1  22
2  38
9  52

P045001  Q1.f2a2. Watch Campaign TV Programs

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:  
---------
Did you watch any programs about the campaign on television?

VALID CODES:  
------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:  
------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:  
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  758
5  82

P045002  Q2.f2a3. R Discuss Politics With Family/Friends

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:  
---------
Do you ever discuss politics with your family or friends?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:  
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: WE WANT TO KNOW IF THEY THINK THEY DISCUSS POLITICS, WHETHER THEY HAVE IN MIND A LENGTHY DEBATE OVER CANDIDATE STANDS ON POLICY, OR BRIEFLY MENTION THE SCANDALS OF POLITICIANS.)
VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P045002a  Q3.f2a3a. How Often R Discuss Politics

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R DISCUSSES POLITICS WITH FAMILY OR FRIENDS:

QUESTION:
---------
How many days IN THE PAST WEEK did you talk about politics with family or friends?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTEOVIEWER: THIS ASKS FOR NUMBER OF DAYS, NOT NUMBER OF TIMES)

VALID CODES:
------------
0. None
1. One Day
2. Two Days
3. Three Days
4. Four Days
5. Five Days
6. Six Days
7. Every Day

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q2

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION: ---------

Now I'd like to ask you a few questions about the 2000 Presidential election.
In 2000 George W. Bush ran on the Republican ticket against Al Gore for the Democrats, and Ralph Nader as a third party candidate. Do you remember for sure whether or not you voted in that election?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: ------------------------

{DO NOT PROBE 'DK' RESPONSE}

VALID CODES:  1. Yes, voted
               5. No, didn't vote

MISSING CODES:  8. Don't know
               9. Refused

TYPE:  Numer  Dec 0

1  737
5  90
8  13

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

IF R VOTED IN 2000 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION:

QUESTION: ---------

Which one did you vote for?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: ------------------------

{DO NOT PROBE 'DK' RESPONSE}

VALID CODES:  

1. Al Gore  
3. George W. Bush  
5. Ralph Nader  
7. Other {SPECIFY}  

MISSING CODES:  
--------------  
8. Don't know  
9. Refused  
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q4  

TYPE:  
-----  
Numeric Dec 0  

.  103  
1  317  
3  392  
5  18  
7  5  
8  3  
9  2  

========================================================================  
P045004 Q7.f1q2c. 2000 Presidential Elect Fair/Unfair  
========================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:  

QUESTION:  
---------  
All things considered, would you say that the 2000 presidential election was decided in a way that was FAIR or UNFAIR?  

VALID CODES:  
------------  
1. Fair  
5. Unfair  

MISSING CODES:  
--------------  
8. Don't know  
9. Refused  

TYPE:  
-----  
Numeric Dec 0  

1  484  
5  329  
8  23  
9  4  

========================================================================  
P045004a Q8.f1q2c1. How Fair/Unfair 2000 Presidential Elect  
========================================================================  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:  
IF R SAYS 2000 PRESIDENTIAL ELECT DECIDED IN FAIR WAY/
IF R SAYS 2000 PRESIDENTIAL ELECT DECIDED IN UNFAIR WAY:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you feel STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY that it was [fair/unfair]?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 8,9 in Q7

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 27
1 674
5 138
9 1

========================================================================
P045004x Q9.f1q2cx. How Fair/Unfair 2000 Pres Elect-Summary
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
All things considered, would you say that the 2000 presidential election was decided in a way that was FAIR or UNFAIR?
Do you feel STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY that it was [fair/unfair]?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Feel strongly election was fair
2. Feel not so strongly election was fair
4. Feel not so strongly election was unfair
5. Feel strongly election was unfair

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know (in Q8)
9. Refused (in Q8)
INAP. 8,9 in Q7

NOTES:
------
Built from Q7 and Q8.

TYPE:
-----
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you APPROVE or DISAPPROVE of the way George W. Bush is HANDLING HIS JOB AS PRESIDENT?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT ASKS WHETHER THEY CAN CHOOSE A MIDDLE CATEGORY, ANSWER "WELL IN GENERAL, WHICH IS CLOSER TO THE WAY YOU FEEL?" AND REPEAT QUESTION. IF RESPONDENT ASKS ABOUT TIME PERIOD, REPEAT THE QUESTION AND EMPHASIZE "IS HANDLING".)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Approve
5. Disapprove

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  470
5  361
8  7
9  2

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R APPROVES GEORGE W. BUSH HANDLING JOB AS PRESIDENT /
IF R DISAPPROVES GEORGE W. BUSH HANDLING JOB AS PRESIDENT:

QUESTION:
---------
(Do you [approve/disapprove]) STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
-------------

http://www.electionstudies.org/studypages/2004_panel/nes2004panel_var.txt
1. Strongly
5. Not Strongly

MISSING CODES:
------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 8,9 in Q10

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 9
1 659
5 170
8 2

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you APPROVE or DISAPPROVE of the way George W. Bush
is HANDLING HIS JOB AS PRESIDENT?
(Do you [approve/disapprove]) STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Approve strongly
2. Approve not strongly
4. Disapprove not strongly
5. Disapprove strongly

MISSING CODES:
------------
8. Don't know (in Q11)
9. Refused (in Q11)
INAP. 8,9 in Q10

NOTES:
------
Built from Q10 and Q11

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 9
1 364
2 105
4 65
5 295
8 2

P045006 Q13.f1h5. Approve/Disapp Bush Handling Economy
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you APPROVE or DISAPPROVE of the way George W. Bush
is HANDLING THE ECONOMY?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT ASKS ABOUT TIME PERIOD, REPEAT THE
QUESTION AND EMPHASIZE "IS HANDLING").

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Approve
5. Disapprove

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1   421
5   408
8   6
9   5

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R APPROVES GEORGE W. BUSH HANDLING OF ECONOMY/
IF R DISAPPROVES GEORGE W. BUSH HANDLING OF ECONOMY:

QUESTION:
---------
(Do you [approve/disapprove]) STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Strongly
5. Not Strongly

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 8,9 in Q13

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
Do you APPROVE or DISAPPROVE of the way George W. Bush is HANDLING THE ECONOMY?
(Do you [approve/disapprove]) STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Approve strongly
2. Approve not strongly
4. Disapprove not strongly
5. Disapprove strongly

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know (in Q14)
9. Refused (in Q14)
INAP. 8,9 in Q13

NOTES:
------
Built from Q13 and Q14

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

I'd like to get your feelings toward some people in the news these days. I'll read the name of a person and I'll ask you to rate that person on a thermometer that runs from 0 to 100 degrees. Rating above 50 means that you feel favorable and warm toward the person. Rating below 50 means that you feel unfavorable and cool toward the person. Rating right at the 50 degree mark means you don't feel particularly warm or cold. You may use any number from 0 to 100 to tell me how favorable or unfavorable your feelings are. If we come to a person
whose name you don't recognize, just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
The first person is:
George W. Bush
Where on that thermometer would you rate George W. Bush?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU DON'T KNOW WHO THE PERSON IS OR DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
-------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Individual thermometers (Q16-Q27) were administered in randomized order following George W. Bush (fixed as first thermometer). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(The next person is:)
John Kerry
(Where on that thermometer would you rate him?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU
DON'T KNOW WHO THE PERSON IS OR DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES:
-----------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Individual thermometers (Q16-Q27) were administered in randomized order following George W. Bush (fixed as first thermometer). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
(The next person is:)
Dick Cheney
(Where on that thermometer would you rate him?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU DON'T KNOW WHO THE PERSON IS OR DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES:
-----------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Individual thermometers (Q16-Q27) were administered in randomized order following George W. Bush (fixed as first thermometer). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level
identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE: 
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

P045010     Q19.f1clc. Al Gore Thermometer

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION: 
---------
(The next person is:)
Al Gore
(Where on that thermometer would you rate him?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: 
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE: WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU DON'T KNOW WHO THE PERSON IS OR DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES: 
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES: 
--------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES: 
------
Individual thermometers (Q16-Q27) were administered in randomized order following George W. Bush (fixed as first thermometer). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE: 
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

P045011     Q20.f1cld. John Edwards Thermometer

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION: 
---------
(The next person is:)
John Edwards
(Where on that thermometer would you rate him?)
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU
DON'T KNOW WHO THE PERSON IS OR DO YOU HAVE
SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
----------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Individual thermometers (Q16-Q27) were administered
in randomized order following George W. Bush (fixed
as first thermometer). Randomization variables, which
precede survey variables, provide case level
identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

================================================================================
P045012     Q21.f1c1e. Ralph Nader Thermometer
================================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(The next person is:)
Ralph Nader
(Where on that thermometer would you rate him?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU
DON'T KNOW WHO THE PERSON IS OR DO YOU HAVE
SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
----------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
Individual thermometers (Q16-Q27) were administered in randomized order following George W. Bush (fixed as first thermometer). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric Dec 0

P045013  Q22.f1c1f. Bill Clinton Thermometer

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY:**

**QUESTION:**
---------
(The next person is:)
Bill Clinton
(Where on that thermometer would you rate him?)

**INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:**
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU DON'T KNOW WHO THE PERSON IS OR DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

**VALID CODES:**
-------------
0-100.

**MISSING CODES:**
------------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

**NOTES:**
------
Individual thermometers (Q16-Q27) were administered in randomized order following George W. Bush (fixed as first thermometer). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric Dec 0

P045014  Q23.f1c1h. Colin Powell Thermometer

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY:**

**QUESTION:**
--------
(The next person is:)
Colin Powell
(Where on that thermometer would you rate him?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU
DON'T KNOW WHO THE PERSON IS OR DO YOU HAVE
SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Individual thermometers (Q16-Q27) were administered
in randomized order following George W. Bush (fixed
as first thermometer). Randomization variables, which
precede survey variables, provide case level
identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P045015 Q24.f1c1j. John Ashcroft Thermometer
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(The next person is:)
John Ashcroft
(Where on that thermometer would you rate him?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU
DON'T KNOW WHO THE PERSON IS OR DO YOU HAVE
SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
-------
Individual thermometers (Q16-Q27) were administered in randomized order following George W. Bush (fixed as first thermometer). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P045016     Q25. f1c1m. Jesse Jackson Thermometer
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(The next person is:)
Jesse Jackson
(Where on that thermometer would you rate him?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU DON'T KNOW WHO THE PERSON IS OR DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES:
-------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
---------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
-------
Individual thermometers (Q16-Q27) were administered in randomized order following George W. Bush (fixed as first thermometer). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P045017     Q26. f1c1p. Laura Bush Thermometer
========================================================================
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
(The next person is:)
Laura Bush
(Where on that thermometer would you rate her?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU 
DON'T KNOW WHO THE PERSON IS OR DO YOU HAVE 
SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
----------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
-------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Individual thermometers (Q16-Q27) were administered 
in randomized order following George W. Bush (fixed 
as first thermometer). Randomization variables, which 
precede survey variables, provide case level 
identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

P045018 Q27.f1clr. Hillary Clinton Thermometer

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
(The next person is:)
Hillary Clinton
(Where on that thermometer would you rate her?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU 
DON'T KNOW WHO THE PERSON IS OR DO YOU HAVE 
SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
----------
0-100.
MISSING CODES:
-------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
-----

Individual thermometers (Q16-Q27) were administered in randomized order following George W. Bush (fixed as first thermometer). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

F2D2. INTRO - GROUP THERMOMETERS

Still using the thermometer, how would you rate:

P045019 Q28.f2d2a. Supreme Court Thermometer

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION::
---------
(How would you rate:)
the Supreme Court?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
-------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
-----

Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
Congress?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
------------

0-100.

MISSING CODES:
-------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in
randomized order. Randomization variables, which
precede survey variables, provide case level
identification of randomization assignment.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
the Military?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES:  
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:  
------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:  
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:  
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:  
---------
(How would you rate:)
the federal government in Washington?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:  
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES:  
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:  
------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:  
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:  
-----
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
blacks?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
---------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in
randomized order. Randomization variables, which
precede survey variables, provide case level
identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
MISSING CODES:
------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
conservatives?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
liberals?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
-------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------

-------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in
randomized order. Randomization variables, which
precede survey variables, provide case level
identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
labor unions?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.
MISSING CODES:
-------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
big business?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
-------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

P045029     Q38.f2d2m. Poor People Thermometer
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
(How would you rate:)
poor people?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in
randomized order. Randomization variables, which
precede survey variables, provide case level
identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
(How would you rate:)
people on welfare?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

------------------------------------------------------------------------
P045032 Q41.f2d2q. Christian Fundamentalists Thermometer
------------------------------------------------------------------------
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:  
---------
(How would you rate:)  
Christian fundamentalists?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:  
------------------------
(PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:  
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT  
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR  
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES:  
-----------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:  
---------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:  
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:  
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:  
---------
(How would you rate:)  
older people (the elderly)?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:  
------------------------
(PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:  
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT  
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR  
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES:  
-----------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:  
---------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
-------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P045034 Q43.f2d2s. Environmentalists Thermometer
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
environmentalists?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
-------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P045035 Q44.f2d2t. Gay Men And Lesbians Thermometer
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
(How would you rate:)
gay men and lesbians, that is, homosexuals?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in
randomized order. Randomization variables, which
precede survey variables, provide case level
identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

---

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
Catholics?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused
NOTES:
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
Jews?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
Protestants?
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
 WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
 YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
 DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

========================================================================
P045039     Q48.f2d2y. Feminists Thermometer
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
feminists?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
 WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
 YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
 DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
Asian-Americans?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
the news media?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
the Catholic Church?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
--------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level
identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P045043     Q52.f2d2zc. Men Thermometer
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
men?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?}

VALID CODES:
------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES:
-------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

========================================================================
P045044     Q53.f2d2zd. Women Thermometer
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(How would you rate:)
women?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{PROBE FOR DON'T KNOW RESPONSE:
WHEN YOU SAY "DON'T KNOW" DO YOU MEAN THAT
YOU HAVE NEVER HEARD THE TERM BEFORE OR DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING ELSE IN MIND?)

VALID CODES: 
-------------
0-100.

MISSING CODES: 
---------------
777. Don't recognize
888. Don't know where to rate
889. Refused

NOTES: 
------
Group thermometers (Q28-Q53) were administered in randomized order. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assignment.

TYPE: 
-----
Numeric Dec 0

P045045a  Q54.f2cla. R 2004 Voter Turnout-Traditional

POST-ELECTION SURVEY: 
IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1 OF VOTER TURNOUT QUESTION:

QUESTION: 
---------
In talking to people about elections, we often find that a lot of people were not able to vote because they weren't registered, they were sick, or they just didn't have time. How about you--did you vote in the elections this November?

VALID CODES: 
-------------
1. Yes, voted
5. No, didn't vote

MISSING CODES: 
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R selected for version 2 of R turnout (Q55)

NOTES: 
------
Respondents were randomly assigned to either Q54 or Q55. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

TYPE: 
-----
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 2 OF VOTER TURNOUT QUESTION:

QUESTION:
---------
In talking to people about elections, we often find that a lot of people were not able to vote because they weren't registered, they were sick, or they just didn't have time. Which of the following statements best describes you:
One, I did not vote (in the election this November);
Two, I thought about voting this time - but didn't;
Three, I usually vote, but didn't this time; or
Four, I am sure I voted?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{INTERVIEWER: PLEASE READ ALL OPTIONS}

VALID CODES:
------------
1. I did not vote (in the election this November)
2. I thought about voting this time but didn't
3. I usually vote but didn't this time
4. I am sure I voted

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R selected for version 1 of R turnout (Q54)

NOTES:
------
Respondents were randomly assigned to either Q54 or Q55.
Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  437
1   18
2   17
3   14
4  354
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------

VERSION 1:
In talking to people about elections, we often find that a lot of people were not able to vote because they weren't registered, they were sick, or they just didn't have time. How about you--did you vote in the elections this November?

VERSION 2:
In talking to people about elections, we often find that a lot of people were not able to vote because they weren't registered, they were sick, or they just didn't have time. Which of the following statements best describes you:
One, I did not vote (in the election this November);
Two, I thought about voting this time - but didn't;
Three, I usually vote, but didn't this time; or
Four, I am sure I voted?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{INTERVIEWER: PLEASE READ ALL OPTIONS}

VALID CODES:
------------
1. R reported voting in 2004 election
5. R reported not voting in 2004 election

MISSING CODES:
----------------
8. R did not know whether voted in 2004 election
9. R refused to say whether voted in 2004 election

NOTES:
------
Built from Q54 and Q55

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R DID NOT VOTE OR DK/REFUSED IF VOTED:

QUESTION:
---------
Were you registered to vote in this election?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Yes
5. No
6. VOL: Not required to register in R's state

MISSING CODES:
------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 1 in Q54 or 4 in Q55

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
 . 746
 1 36
 5 56
 8 2

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R VOTED:

QUESTION:
--------
Were you registered to vote in [PRELOAD STATE]?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Yes
5. No
6. VOL: Not required to register in R's state

MISSING CODES:
------------
8. Don't know

9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q54; 1-3,8,9 in Q55

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
 . 94
 1 733
 5 13
IF R VOTED:
IF R WAS NOT REGISTERED IN [PRELOAD STATE]:

QUESTION:
---------
What state were you registered in?

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Alabama  
02. Alaska  
04. Arizona  
05. Arkansas  
06. California  
08. Colorado  
09. Connecticut  
10. Delaware  
11. Washington DC  
12. Florida  
13. Georgia  
15. Hawaii  
16. Idaho  
17. Illinois  
18. Indiana  
19. Iowa  
20. Kansas  
21. Kentucky  
22. Louisiana  
23. Maine  
24. Maryland  
25. Massachusetts  
26. Michigan  
27. Minnesota  
28. Mississippi  
29. Missouri  
30. Montana  
31. Nebraska  
32. Nevada  
33. New Hampshire  
34. New Jersey  
35. New Mexico  
36. New York  
37. North Carolina  
38. North Dakota  
39. Ohio  
40. Oklahoma  
41. Oregon  
42. Pennsylvania  
44. Rhode Island  
45. South Carolina  
46. South Dakota  
47. Tennessee  
48. Texas  
49. Utah  
50. Vermont  
51. Virginia  
53. Washington  
54. West Virginia  
55. Wisconsin  
56. Wyoming
MISSING CODES:
-----------------
88. Don't know
89. Refused
INAP. 5 in Q56; 1, 6, 8, 9 in Q58

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>827</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

========================================================================
P045048x Q60.f2c2x. Vote/Registration Status-Summary
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Voter registered in-state
2. Voter registered out-of-state
3. Non-voter registered
4. Non-voter not registered
5. Non-voter not required to register in state
6. Voter not required to register in state

MISSING CODES:
---------------
9. Voter, DK/RF if registered in state
0. Non-voter, DK/RF if registered or DK/RF if registered in state

NOTES:
------
Built from Q57, Q58, and Q59.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R VOTED:

QUESTION:
---------
How about the election for President?
Did you vote for a candidate for PRESIDENT?

MISSING CODES:
--------------
1. Yes, voted for President
5. No, didn't vote for President

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q54; 1-3,8,9 in Q55

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  94
1  745
5   1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R VOTED FOR PRESIDENT:

QUESTION:
---------
Who did you vote for?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. John Kerry
3. George W. Bush
5. Ralph Nader
7. Other [SPECIFY]

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q61

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  95
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R VOTED FOR PRESIDENT:
IF PRESIDENTIAL VOTE CAST IS NOT DK/RF:

QUESTION:
---------
Would you say that your preference for (NAME GIVEN /this candidate) was STRONG or NOT STRONG?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Strong
5. Not strong

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q61; 8,9 in Q62

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
.
1   103
5   144

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R VOTED FOR PRESIDENT:
IF PRESIDENTIAL VOTE CAST IS NOT DK/RF:

QUESTION:
---------
How long before the election did you decide that you were going to vote the way you did?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
----------------------
(INTERVIEWER: THIS IS AN OPEN-ENDED QUESTION. REMEMBER TO RECORD VERBATIM. USE "ANYTHING ELSE" PROBE UNTIL COMPLETION. USE STANDARD CLARIFICATION PROBES AS APPROPRIATE. IF MORE SPACE IS NEEDED, FINISH ON PAPER.)
(INTERVIEWER: TRY TO ELICIT AN ANSWER THAT CAN BE TRANSLATED INTO A TIME FRAME. FOR EXAMPLE, "WHEN I ATTENDED A PTA MEETING" SHOULD BE
PROBED WITH "WHEN WAS THIS MEETING HELD?" ANSWERS REFERRING TO RECOGNIZABLE EVENTS ARE ACCEPTABLE, SUCH AS "I DECIDED DURING THE SECOND PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE.")

VALID CODES:
----------
01. Knew all along/from the first; always vote for the same party; before the convention/nomination (no mention of Kerry/Bush); before the primaries; 9 months or more
02. Before the convention because of Kerry's/Bush's candidacy; as soon as Kerry/Bush/Nader said he would run; "months before"; "early on"; "long time/quite a bit before the election"; "in the summer"
03. During the Democratic convention when Kerry was nominated; just after the Republican convention; July; 4 months; 3-4 months; 4-5 months
04. At the time of the Republican convention/when Bush was nominated; just after the Republican convention; August; 3 months; a few months; 2-3 months
05. After the convention(s); during the campaign (NFS)*; when the campaign started; 2 months; "a couple of months"; September
06. 5-7 weeks before the election
07. 1 month; three weeks; October; after the Presidential debates; "a few weeks"; "several weeks"; "4-5 weeks"; "weeks before"
08. About two weeks before the election; "ten days"; "longer than a week" - NFS; "a couple of weeks"
09. In the last days of the campaign; the last part of it; a week; less than a week
10. On election day
11. During/after the primaries (not codeable in 02); several months; 5-8 months; 6 months
87. Other

*NFS - not further specified

MISSING CODES:
----------
88. Don't know
89. Refused
00. NA
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q61; 8,9 in Q62

NOTES:
------
This variable coded from open-ended responses.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

.  103
00  1
01 236
02  80
03  59
04  30
05  65
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R VOTED:

IF NOT WASHINGTON D.C.:

QUESTION:
---------
How about the election for the HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES in Washington. Did you vote for a candidate for the U.S. House of Representatives?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes, voted for House of Representatives
5. No, didn't vote for House of Representatives

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

INAP. 5,8,9 in Q54 or 1-3,8,9 in Q55 or
(1 in Q54 or 4 in Q55) and 1,6,8,9 in Q58
and residence in Washington D.C. or
(1 in Q54 or 4 in Q55) and 5 in Q58 and 11 in Q59

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

.  94
1  596
5  88
8  62

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF NOT WASHINGTON D.C.:
IF R VOTED FOR U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:

QUESTION:
---------
Who did you vote for?
Did you vote for the Democratic candidate, the Republican candidate, or someone else?
VALID CODES:
-------------
1. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
5. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q54 or 1-3,8,9 in Q55
or (1 in Q54 or 4 in Q55) and 1,6,8,9 in Q58 and residence in Washington D.C.
or (1 in Q54 or 4 in Q55) and 5 in Q58 and 11 in Q59; 5,8,9 in Q68

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 244
1 277
5 291
7 12
8 15
9 1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. State with race: preload state, same as state of 2004 address
2. State with race: preload state, not same as state of 2004 address
3. State with race: state of 2004 address, not same as preload state
4. State without race: preload state, same as state of 2004 address
5. State without race: preload state, not same as state of 2004 address
6. State without race: state of 2004 address, not same as preload state

MISSING CODES:
-------------
INAP. nonvoter; DK/RF/NA whether voted

NOTES:
------
Status of senate race here refers to state of registration.
Codes 2 and 5 apply to cases where R moved from preload state but is still registered in preload state; codes 3 and 6 correspond to cases where R moved from preload state and is now registered in new state. Case 489 had preload state incorrect (as past or present state).

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
P045054     Q72.f2c15a. Did R Vote For US Senate
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R VOTED:
IF R REGISTERED IN STATE WITH SENATORIAL ELECTION:

QUESTION:
---------
How about the election for the UNITED STATES SENATE?
Did you vote for a candidate for the U.S. Senate?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Yes, voted for Senate
5. No, didn't vote for Senate
7. R VOLUNTEERS: no race in state of vote

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5 in Q56 or 1 in Q56 and 4,5,6 in Q71

NOTES:
------
For the 2 cases coded 7, the respondent was incorrect when informing the interviewer that no 2004 Senate election occurred in the state.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

.    313
1    461
5    40
7     2
8    24

========================================================================

P045055     Q73.f2c15a1. U.S. Senate R Vote Choice
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R REGISTERED IN STATE WITH SENATE ELECTION:
IF R VOTED FOR THE UNITED STATES SENATE:

QUESTION:
---------
Who did you vote for?
Did you vote for the Democratic candidate, the Republican
candidate, or someone else?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
5. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
-----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5 in Q56 or 1 in Q56 and 4,5,6, in Q71

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P045056  Q75.f2c20. 2004 Elections Fair/Unfair

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Please continue thinking about the November election. In some countries, people believe their elections are conducted fairly. In other countries, people believe that their elections are conducted unfairly. Thinking of the presidential election we've just had, do you believe it was very fair, somewhat fair, neither fair nor unfair, somewhat unfair, or very unfair?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Very fair
2. Somewhat fair
3.Neither fair nor unfair
4. Somewhat unfair
5. Very unfair

MISSING CODES:
-----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:

Some people seem to follow what's going on in
government and public affairs most of the time,
whether there's an election going on or not.
Others aren't that interested. Would you say you
follow what's going on in government and public
affairs MOST OF THE TIME, SOME OF THE TIME,
ONLY NOW AND THEN, or HARDLY AT ALL?

VALID CODES:

1. Most of the time
2. Some of the time
3. Only now and then
4. Hardly at all

MISSING CODES:

8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:

-----------------
Numeric  Dec 0

1  417
2  315
3  84
4  23
8  1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:

Generally speaking, do you usually think of
yourself as a REPUBLICAN, a DEMOCRAT, an
INDEPENDENT, or what?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

(INTERVIEWER: THIS QUESTION IS INTENDED TO PIN DOWN THE RESPONDENT'S
*USUAL* PARTY, NOT HOW THEY VOTED THIS YEAR. IF THEY RESPOND
"AMERICAN" OR THE LIKE, PROBE "WELL, A LOT OF US WHO CONSIDER
OURSelves AMERICAN ALSO THINK OF OURSELVES AS DEMOCRATS,
REPUBLICANS, AND SO FORTH." AND REPEAT QUESTION.)

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Republican
2. Democrat
3. Independent
4. Other party {VOL} {SPECIFY}
5. No preference {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  293
2  302
3  190
4  32
5  17
8  5
9  1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R IDENTIFIES AS A REPUBLICAN/
IF R IDENTIFIES AS A DEMOCRAT:

QUESTION:
---------
Would you call yourself a STRONG [Democrat/Republican]
or a NOT VERY STRONG [Democrat/Republican]?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Strong
5. Not very strong

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 3,4,5,8,9, in Q77

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  245
1  376
5  215
8  3
9  1
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R INDEPENDENT/OTHER/DK/NO PREFERENCE:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you think of yourself as CLOSER to the Republican Party or to the Democratic party?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Closer to Republican
3. Neither {VOL}
5. Closer to Democratic

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 1,2,9 in Q77

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
.
   . 596
   1  109
   3  38
   5  87
   8  10

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a REPUBLICAN, a DEMOCRAT, an INDEPENDENT, or what?

Would you call yourself a STRONG [Democrat/Republican] or a NOT VERY STRONG [Democrat/Republican]?
Do you think of yourself as CLOSER to the Republican Party or to the Democratic party?

VALID CODES:
------------
0. Strong Democrat (2/1/.)
1. Weak Democrat (2/5-8-9/.;8/./5)
2. Independent-Democrat (3-4-5/./5)
3. Independent-Independent
   (3/./3-8-9 ; 5./.3-8-9 if not apolitical)
4. Independent-Republican (3-4-5/./1)
5. Weak Republican (1/5-8-9/.; 8/./1)
6. Strong Republican (1/1/.)
7. Other; minor party; refuses to say (9/./.; 4./.3-8-9)

MISSING CODES:
----------------
8. Apolitical (5./.3-8-9 if apolitical)
9. DK (8././.; 8././8)

NOTES:
------
Code combinations in parentheses represent corresponding values in Q77/Q79/Q80.
Code 8 (apolitical) was used if R was coded 'No preference' in Q77 and also showed little or no interest in politics in response to the following survey questions:
Q54/Q55: Voted
Q76: Follow public affairs
Respondents coded 'No preference' in Q77 who showed interest in politics were coded 3.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

0 190
1 115
2 84
3 38
4 109
5 107
6 186
7 9
9 2

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
----------
As you know, the political parties try to talk to as many people as they can to get them to vote for their candidate. Did anyone from one of the POLITICAL PARTIES call you up or come around and talk to you about the campaign this year?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: THESE ARE ABOUT RESPONDENT'S PARTICIPATION IN THIS YEAR'S CAMPAIGN, NOT IN THE PAST. IF ASKED, REFERS TO PARTISAN ELECTIONS WHERE CANDIDATES ARE RUNNING FROM SPECIFIC PARTIES - NOT SCHOOL BOARD CANDIDATES, ETC.)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.         340
1         100
5         133
6         241
7          4
8          2
9          2

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF POLITICAL PARTY SPOKE TO R ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN:

QUESTION:
---------
Which party was that?

VALID CODES:
-------------

1. Democrats
5. Republicans
6. Both
7. Other (SPECIFY)

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5, 8, 9 in Q82

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
During the campaign this year, did anyone talk to you about REGISTERING TO VOTE or GETTING OUT TO VOTE?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: WE ARE INTERESTED IN HOW MANY OF OUR RESPONDENTS HAVE BEEN CONTACTED BY REGISTRATION AND VOTING DRIVES. IF RESPONDENT SAYS HE/SHE RECEIVED A CALL ON ELECTION DAY FROM THE LOCAL PARTY ASKING IF RESPONDENT HAS VOTED AND OFFERING RIDES TO THE POLLS, ETC. -- THAT COUNTS -- THE ANSWER IS "YES".)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes, someone did
5. No, no one did

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

1     407
5     424
8     9

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
We would like to find out about some of the things people do to help a party or a candidate win an election. During the campaign, did you talk to any people and try to show them why they should vote for or against one of the parties or candidates?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT SAYS HE/SHE HAS TRIED TO CONVINCE OTHERS SIMPLY TO VOTE, BUT NOT FOR OR AGAINST A CANDIDATE OR PARTY, THE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION IS "NO". THESE ARE ABOUT RESPONDENT'S PARTICIPATION IN THIS YEAR'S CAMPAIGN, NOT IN THE PAST. IF ASKED, REFERS TO PARTISAN ELECTIONS WHERE CANDIDATES ARE RUNNING FROM SPECIFIC PARTIES - NOT SCHOOL BOARD CANDIDATES, ETC.)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No
MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1   438
5   400
8   2

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Did you wear a campaign button, put a campaign
sticker on your car, or place a sign in your window
or in front of your house?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: THESE ARE ABOUT RESPONDENT'S PARTICIPATION IN THIS
YEAR'S CAMPAIGN, NOT IN THE PAST. IF ASKED, REFERS TO PARTISAN
ELECTIONS WHERE CANDIDATES ARE RUNNING FROM SPECIFIC PARTIES - NOT
SCHOOL BOARD CANDIDATES, ETC.)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1   175
5   665

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Did you go to any political meetings, rallies,
speeches, dinners, or things like that in support
of a particular candidate?
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

(INTERVIEWER: THESE ARE ABOUT RESPONDENT'S PARTICIPATION IN THIS YEAR'S CAMPAIGN, NOT IN THE PAST. IF ASKED, REFERS TO PARTISAN ELECTIONS WHERE CANDIDATES ARE RUNNING FROM SPECIFIC PARTIES - NOT SCHOOL BOARD CANDIDATES, ETC.)

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:

------
Numeric Dec 0

1          94
5         744
8           1
9           1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:

Did you do any (other) work for one of the parties or candidates?

VALID CODES:

1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:

------
Numeric Dec 0

1          43
5         797

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
QUESTION:
--------
During an election year people are often asked to make a contribution to support campaigns. Did you give money to AN INDIVIDUAL CANDIDATE running for public office?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: THESE ARE ABOUT RESPONDENT'S PARTICIPATION IN THIS YEAR'S CAMPAIGN, NOT IN THE PAST. IF ASKED, REFERS TO PARTISAN ELECTIONS WHERE CANDIDATES ARE RUNNING FROM SPECIFIC PARTIES - NOT SCHOOL BOARD CANDIDATES, ETC.)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

1  108
5  730
8  2

========================================================================
P045066    Q91.f2b7. Did R Give Money To Political Party
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
Did you give money to A POLITICAL PARTY during this election year?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: THESE ARE ABOUT RESPONDENT'S PARTICIPATION IN THIS YEAR'S CAMPAIGN, NOT IN THE PAST. IF ASKED, REFERS TO PARTISAN ELECTIONS WHERE CANDIDATES ARE RUNNING FROM SPECIFIC PARTIES - NOT SCHOOL BOARD CANDIDATES, ETC.)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
Did you give any money to ANY OTHER GROUP that supported or opposed candidates?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

(INTERVIEWER: THESE ARE ABOUT RESPONDENT'S PARTICIPATION IN THIS YEAR'S CAMPAIGN, NOT IN THE PAST. IF ASKED, REFERS TO PARTISAN ELECTIONS WHERE CANDIDATES ARE RUNNING FROM SPECIFIC PARTIES - NOT SCHOOL BOARD CANDIDATES, ETC.)

VALID CODES:

---
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:

---
8. Don't know
9. Refused

Next I am going to read you a list of federal programs. For each one, I would like you to tell me whether you would like to see spending INCREASED or DECREASED.

---

Next I am going to read you a list of federal programs. For each one, I would like you to tell me whether you would like to see spending INCREASED or DECREASED.
QUESTION: 
-------
The first program is: 
environmental protection
If you had a say in making up the federal budget this year, should federal spending on environmental protection be INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?

VALID CODES: 
----------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES: 
----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES: 
------
Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

TYPE: 
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P045069 Q94.f1k1b. AIDS Research-Federal Spending

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION: 
-------
(What about) spending on AIDS research? 
(Should federal spending on AIDS research be INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES: 
----------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES: 

http://www.electionstudies.org/studypages/2004_panel/nes2004panel_var.txt
8. Don't know  
9. Refused

NOTES:
-------
Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  343
2  52
3  436
8  9

========================================================================
P045070  Q95.f1k1c. Welfare-Federal Spending
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(What about)
welfare programs?
(Should federal spending on welfare programs be INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
-------
Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF RESPONDENT SELECTED FOR "PUBLIC SCHOOLS" WORDING:

QUESTION:  
---------
(What about)
public schools?
(Should federal spending on public schools be
INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:  
------------
1. Increased  
2. Decreased  
3. Kept about the same  
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:  
--------------
8. Don't know  
9. Refused  
INAP. R selected for alternate wording

NOTES:  
------
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of
two possible wordings: public schools OR
big-city schools.
Federal spending items were administered in
randomized order, following environmental
protection (fixed as first federal spending item).
Randomization variables, which precede survey
variables, provide case level identification of
randomization assigned.

TYPE:  
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 433
1 265
2 20
3 121
8 1
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF RESPONDENT SELECTED FOR "BIG-CITY SCHOOLS" WORDING:

QUESTION:
--------
(What about)
big-city schools?
(Should federal spending on big-city schools be
INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R selected for alternate wording

NOTES:
------
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of
two possible wordings: public schools OR
big-city schools.
Federal spending items were administered in
randomized order, following environmental
protection (fixed as first federal spending item).
Randomization variables, which precede survey
variables, provide case level identification of
randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0
.
. 407
1 209
2 32
3 184
8 8

========================================================================
P045071x  Q98.fkld1. Public/Big-City Schools-Summary
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(What about)
[public schools/big-city schools]?
(Should federal spending on [public schools/
big-city schools] be INCREASED, DECREASED,
or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)
VALID CODES:
------------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
------
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of two possible wordings: public schools OR big-city schools.
Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item).
Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1 474
2 52
3 305
8 9

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(What about) dealing with crime?
(Should federal spending on dealing with crime be INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
------
Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

========================================================================
P045073  Q100.fik1f. Child Care-Federal Spending
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(What about)
child care?
(Should federal spending on child care be INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
------
Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF RESPONDENT SELECTED FOR "HOMELAND SECURITY" WORDING:

QUESTION:
---------
(What about)
Homeland security?
(Should federal spending on Homeland security
be INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R selected for alternate wording

NOTES:
------
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of two
possible wordings: homeland security OR the war
on terrorism.
Federal spending items were administered in
randomized order, following environmental
protection (fixed as first federal spending item).
Randomization variables, which precede survey
variables, provide case level identification of
randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.     431
1     243
2     22
3     138
8      6

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF RESPONDENT SELECTED FOR "WAR ON TERRORISM" WORDING:

QUESTION:
---------
(What about)
the war on terrorism?
(Should federal spending on the war on
terrorism be INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT
ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

INAP. R Selected for alternate wording

NOTES:
------
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of two possible wordings: homeland security OR the war on terrorism. Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

   .   409
   1   231
   2   58
   3   129
   4   1
   8   10
   9   2

P045074x  Q103.fklglx. Homeland Sec/War On Terrorism-Summary
========================================================================
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(What about)
[Homeland security/the war on terrorism]?
(Should federal spending on [Homeland security/the war on terrorism] be INCREASED,
DECREased, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of two possible wordings: homeland security OR the war on terrorism.
Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item).
Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

========================================================================
P045075a Q104.f1k2b1a. Aid To Poor People-Federal Spending
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF RESPONDENT SELECTED FOR "AID TO POOR PEOPLE" WORDING:

QUESTION:
--------
(What about)
aid to poor people?
(Should federal spending on aid to poor people be INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R selected for alternate wording

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of two possible wordings: aid to poor people OR aid to the working poor.

Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P045075b Q105.f1k2b1b. Aid To Working Poor-Federal Spending

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF RESPONDENT SELECTED FOR "AID TO THE WORKING POOR" WORDING:

**QUESTION:**
--------
(What about)
aid to the working poor?
(Should federal spending on aid to the working poor be INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

**VALID CODES:**
-------------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely (VOL)

**MISSING CODES:**
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R selected for alternate wording

**NOTES:**
-----
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of two possible wordings: aid to poor people OR aid to the working poor.

Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
(What about)
[aid to poor people/aid to the working poor]?
(Should federal spending on [aid to poor people/aid to the working poor] be INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
------
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of two possible wordings: aid to poor people OR aid to the working poor
Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
-------
(What about)
foreign aid?
(Should federal spending on foreign aid be
INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
------
Federal spending items were administered in
randomized order, following environmental
protection (fixed as first federal spending item).
Randomization variables, which precede survey
variables, provide case level identification of
randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1   76
2  389
3  362
4   2
8  10
9   1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
-------
(What about)
Social Security?
(Should federal spending on Social Security
be INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE
SAME?)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely (VOL)

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
------
Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

========================================================================
P045078   Q109.f1k2e. Border Security-Federal Spending
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
(What about)
tightening border security to prevent illegal immigration?
(Should federal spending on tightening border security to prevent illegal immigration be INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely (VOL)

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
------
Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental...
protection (fixed as first federal spending item). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

========================================================================
P045079   Q110.f1k2f. Aid To Blacks-Federal Spending
========================================================================

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY:**

**QUESTION:**
-------
(What about)
ad to blacks?
(Should federal spending on aid to blacks
be INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

**VALID CODES:**
----------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

**MISSING CODES:**
----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

**NOTES:**
------
Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

**TYPE:**
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R SELECTED FOR "EARLY EDUCATION FOR POOR CHILDREN" WORDING:

QUESTION:
---------
(What about)
pre-school and early education for poor children?
(Should federal spending on pre-school and early
education for poor children be INCREASED, DECREASED,
or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R selected for alternate wording

NOTES:
------
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of two
possible wordings: pre-school and early education
for poor children or pre-school and early education
for black children.
Federal spending items were administered in
randomized order, following environmental
protection (fixed as first federal spending item).
Randomization variables, which precede survey
variables, provide case level identification of
randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0
.
  415
1   288
2    12
3   123
8    1
9    1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R SELECTED FOR "EARLY EDUCATION FOR BLACK CHILDREN" WORDING:

QUESTION:
---

(What about)
pre-school and early education for black children?
(Should federal spending on pre-school and early
education for black children] be INCREASED,
DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R selected for alternative wording

NOTES:
------
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of two
possible wordings: pre-school and early education
for poor children or pre-school and early education
for black children.
Federal spending items were administered in
randomized order, following environmental
protection (fixed as first federal spending item).
Randomization variables, which precede survey
variables, provide case level identification of
randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  425
1  219
2  20
3  166
4   1
8   9

========================================================================
P045080x Q113.f1k2hlx. Early Ed For Poor/Black Children-Summary
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(What about)
[pre-school and early education for poor children/
pre-school and early education for black children]?
(Should federal spending on [pre-school and early
education for poor children/pre-school and early
education for black children] be INCREASED,
DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)
VALID CODES:
------------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
------
Respondents were randomly assigned to one of two possible wordings: pre-school and early education for poor children or pre-school and early education for black children. Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(What about) defense?
(Should federal spending on defense be INCREASED, DECREASED, or KEPT ABOUT THE SAME?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Increased
2. Decreased
3. Kept about the same
4. Cut out entirely {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
Federal spending items were administered in randomized order, following environmental protection (fixed as first federal spending item). Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned.

**TYPE:**

**Numeric**  Dec 0

1  438
2  71
3  313
4  1
8  16
9  1

---

**F1q3. INTRODUCTION - WAR ON TERRORISM/9-11 QUESTIONS**

Now for another topic.
As you know, on September 11th 2001, a group of terrorists took control of several U.S. commercial airplanes and crashed them into the World Trade Center in New York and the Pentagon in Washington.

---

**P045082 Q115.f1q3c. What Terrorists Wanted To Accomplish**

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY:**

**QUESTION:**

What do you think the terrorists were trying to accomplish by their actions?

**INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:**

(INTEVIEWER: THIS IS AN OPEN-ENDED QUESTION. REMEMBER TO RECORD VERBATIM. USE "ANYTHING ELSE" PROBE UNTIL COMPLETION. USE STANDARD CLARIFICATION PROBES AS APPROPRIATE. IF MORE SPACE IS NEEDED, FINISH ON PAPER.)

**VALID CODES:**

1. Text present
5. No text present

---

**NOTES:**

This variable coded from an open-ended response

**TYPE:**

-----
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
How likely do you think it is that the U.S. will suffer an attack as serious as the one in New York and Washington some time in the next 12 months? Would you say VERY LIKELY, SOMEWHAT LIKELY, SOMEWHAT UNLIKELY, or VERY UNLIKELY?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Very Likely
2. Somewhat Likely
3. Somewhat Unlikely
4. Very Unlikely

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1 92
2 398
3 248
4 93
8 9

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
CHECKPOINT FOR F1Q3G WORDING:

VALID CODES:
------------
1. "War on terrorism" wording
2. "Terrorist attack of September 11" wording

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1 421
2 419

http://www.electionstudies.org/studypages/2004_panel/nes2004panel_var.txt
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
-------
All things considered, do you APPROVE or DISAPPROVE of the way George W. Bush [is handling the war on terrorism/has responded to the terrorist attack of September 11]?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT ASKS ABOUT TIME PERIOD, REPEAT THE QUESTION AND EMPHASIZE "IS HANDLING").

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Approve
5. Disapprove

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTE:
-----
Respondents were randomly selected for one of the following wordings: war on terrorism OR terrorist attack of September 11. Randomization variables, which precede survey variables, provide case level identification of randomization assigned. Q119 is a checkpoint variable, coded by wording.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

1  523
5  307
8   8
9   2

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R SELECTED FOR "WAR ON TERRORISM" WORDING:
IF R APPROVES G.W. BUSH RESPONSE TO WAR ON TERRORISM/
IF R DISAPPROVES G.W. BUSH RESPONSE TO WAR ON TERRORISM:

QUESTION:
-------
All things considered, do you APPROVE or DISAPPROVE of the way George W. Bush is handling the war on terrorism? (Do you [approve/disapprove])
STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Strongly
5. Not Strongly

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R selected for alternate wording; 8,9 in Q120

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
.
1
5
8

------------------------------------------------------------------------
P045085b Q122.f1g2q2b. Strength App/Disapp Bush 9-11
------------------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R SELECTED FOR "TERRORIST ATTACK OF SEPTEMBER 11' WORDING:
IF R APPROVES G.W. BUSH RESPONSE TO TERRORIST ATTACK OF SEPTEMBER 11/
IF R DISAPPROVES G.W. BUSH RESPONSE TO TERRORIST ATTACK OF SEPTEMBER 11:

QUESTION:
---------
All things considered, do you APPROVE or DISAPPROVE of the way George W. Bush has responded to the terrorist attack of September 11]? (Do you [approve/disapprove])
STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Strongly
5. Not Strongly

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know (in
9. Refused
INAP. R selected for alternate wording; 8,9 in Q120

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
.
1
5
8
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R APPROVES G.W. BUSH HANDLING WAR ON TERRORISM/ RESPONSE TO 9/11 /
IF R DISAPPROVES G.W. BUSH HANDLING WAR ON TERRORISM/ RESPONSE TO 9/11:

QUESTION:
---------
All things considered, do you APPROVE or DISAPPROVE of the way George W. Bush [is handling the war on terrorism/has responded to the terrorist attack of September 11]? (Do you [approve/disapprove]) STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Approve strongly
2. Approve not strongly
4. Disapprove not strongly
5. Disapprove strongly

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know (in Q122)
9. Refused (in Q122)
INAP. 8,9 in Q120; 8,9 in Q121

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  10
1  389
2  130
4  57
5  250
8  4

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
QUESTION:
--------
Taking everything into account, do you think the U.S. war against the Taliban government in Afghanistan was WORTH THE COST or NOT?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Worth it
5. Not worth it

MISSING CODES:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Worth it</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Not worth it</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Don't know</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Refused</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY:**

**QUESTION:**

Taking everything into account, do you think the war in Iraq has been WORTH THE COST or NOT?

**VALID CODES:**

- 1. Worth it
- 5. Not worth it

**MISSING CODES:**

- 8. Don't know
- 9. Refused

---

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY:**

**QUESTION:**

We are interested in how people are getting along financially these days. Would you say that you (and your family) are BETTER OFF, WORSE OFF, or just about the same financially as you were a year ago?

**INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:**

(INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT SAYS THEY ARE "BETTER OFF" IN SOME...
RESPECTS AND "WORSE OFF" IN OTHERS, PROBE BY ASKING "OVERALL, WOULD YOU SAY..."

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Better
3. Worse
5. Same

MISSING CODES:
----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

1    148
3    184
5    506
8     2

========================================================================
P045089     Q127.f1g1a. R How Much Better/Worse Off In Last Yr
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R BETTER OFF FINANCIALLY THAN A YEAR AGO:
IF R WORSE OFF FINANCIALLY THAN A YEAR AGO:

QUESTION:
---------
(Is that) MUCH [better/worse] off or SOMewhat [better/worse] off?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENT SAYS THEY ARE "BETTER OFF" IN SOME RESPECTS AND "WORSE OFF" IN OTHERS, PROBE BY ASKING "OVERALL, WOULD YOU SAY...")

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Much
5. Somewhat

MISSING CODES:
----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q126.F1G1

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

.     508
1     68
5    264
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION: 
---------
We are interested in how people are getting along financially these days. Would you say that you (and your family) are BETTER OFF, WORSE OFF, or just about the same financially as you were a year ago? (Is that) MUCH [better/worse] off or SOMewhat [better/worse] off?

VALID CODES: 
-------------
1. Much better
2. Somewhat better
3. The same (5 in Q126)
4. Somewhat worse
5. Much worse

MISSING CODES: 
--------------
8. Don't know (in Q127)
9. Refused (in Q127)
INAP. 8,9 in Q126

TYPE: 
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

1  31
2  117
3  506
4  147
5  37

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION: 
---------
Now thinking about the economy in the country as a whole, would you say that over the past year the nation's economy has gotten BETTER, gotten WORSE or STAYED ABOUT THE SAME?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION: 
----------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: WE ARE INTERESTED IN RESPONDENT'S "PERCEPTIONS" OR "FEELINGS" AS OPPOSED TO KNOWLEDGE ON DIFFERENT ECONOMIC TOPICS.)
VALID CODES:  
------------
1. Better  
3. Worse  
5. Same  
  
MISSING CODES:  
--------------
8. Don't know  
9. Refused  
  
TYPE:  
------
Numeric Dec 0  

1  213  
3  317  
5  309  
8   1  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:  
IF R SAYS US ECONOMY HAS GOTTEN BETTER:/  
IF R SAYS US ECONOMY HAS GOTTEN WORSE:  

QUESTION:  
----------  
(Would you say)  
MUCH [better/worse] or SOMEWHAT [better/worse]?  

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:  
------------------------  
(INTERVIEWER: WE ARE INTERESTED IN RESPONDENT'S "PERCEPTIONS" OR "FEELINGS" AS OPPOSED TO KNOWLEDGE ON DIFFERENT ECONOMIC TOPICS.)  

VALID CODES:  
------------
1. Much  
5. Somewhat  

MISSING CODES:  
--------------
8. Don't know  
9. Refused  
INAP. 8,9 in Q129  

TYPE:  
------
Numeric Dec 0  

.  310  
1  137  
5  393  

http://www.electionstudies.org/studypages/2004_panel/nes2004panel_var.txt  
10/9/2009
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
-------
Now thinking about the economy in the country as a whole, would you say that over the past year the nation's economy has gotten BETTER, gotten WORSE or STAYED ABOUT THE SAME? (Is that) MUCH [better/worse] off or SOMewhat [better/worse] off?

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Much better
2. Somewhat better
3. The same (5 in Q129)
4. Somewhat worse
5. Much worse

MISSING CODES:
---------
8. Don't know (in Q130)
9. Refused (in Q130)
INAP. 8,9 in Q129

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 1
1 27
2 186
3 309
4 207
5 110

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
-------
Recently, there has been a lot of talk about campaign finance reform. In general, which of the following statements best represents what you feel about the way political campaigns are financed in this country:
   It needs to be completely overhauled,
   It needs major changes,
   It needs minor changes, or
   It is basically fine the way it is?

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Completely overhauled
3. Major changes
5. Minor changes
7. Fine the way it is

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1         195
3         355
5         182
7         87
8         20
9         1

POST- ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------

In the PAST TWELVE MONTHS, have you flown an American flag or displayed the flag in some other way, such as in a window, or on your car, or on a T-shirt or other piece of clothing?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1         664
5         175
8         1

POST- ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------

Please tell me whether you agree or disagree with this statement: 'There are some things about America today that
make me feel ashamed of America.'
Do you AGREE, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, or DISAGREE?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
5. Disagree

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  357
3  60
5  419
8  2
9  2

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
When you see the American flag flying does it
make you feel EXTREMELY GOOD, VERY GOOD, SOMEWHAT
GOOD, or NOT VERY GOOD?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Extremely good
2. Very good
3. Somewhat good
4. Not very good
7. Don't feel anything [VOL]

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  353
2  331
3  125
4  18
7  8
8  2
9  3
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
How strong is your love for your country...
EXTREMELY STRONG, VERY STRONG, SOMewhat STRONG, or NOT Very STRONG?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Extremely strong
2. Very strong
4. Somewhat strong
5. Not very strong

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

1         471
2         296
4          62
5           7
8           1
9           3

F2D3. INTRODUCTION - GW BUSH TRAITS

I am going to read a list of words and phrases people may use to describe George W. Bush. For each, please tell me whether the word or phrase describes him.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
In your opinion, does the phrase 'he PROVIDES STRONG LEADERSHIP' describe George W. Bush EXTREMELY WELL, QUITE WELL, NOT TOO WELL, or NOT WELL AT ALL?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
(INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENTS SAY THEY DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE, PAUSE AND LET THEM THINK ABOUT IT. IF THEY DON'T CHANGE THEIR RESPONSE, ACCEPT THE DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE AND MOVE ON.)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Extremely well
2. Quite well
3. Not too well
4. Not well at all

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered the same set of 4 traits as in 2002: either Q137-Q140 or Q137, Q141-Q143. Each set of traits was administered in random order. This variable combines data from Q137 and Q137. The leadership trait (Q137) was the only trait asked in both sets.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P045097a Q137a.f2d3a1. Bush Trait-Leadership, 1st Traits Set

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF SELECTED FOR 1st SET OF GEORGE W. BUSH TRAITS:

QUESTION:
---------
In your opinion, does the phrase 'he PROVIDES STRONG LEADERSHIP' describe George W. Bush EXTREMELY WELL, QUITE WELL, NOT TOO WELL, or NOT WELL AT ALL?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENTS SAY THEY DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE, PAUSE AND LET THEM THINK ABOUT IT. IF THEY DON'T CHANGE THEIR RESPONSE, ACCEPT THE DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE AND MOVE ON.)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Extremely well
2. Quite well
3. Not too well
4. Not well at all

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

INAP. Administered 2nd set of G.W. Bush traits

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered the same set of 4 traits as in 2002: either Q137-Q140 or Q137, Q141-Q143. Each set of traits was administered in random order.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 436
1 121
2 138
3 87
4 55
8 2
9 1

-------------
P045097b_Q137b.f2d3a2. Bush Trait-Leadership, 2nd Traits Set

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF SELECTED FOR 2nd SET OF GEORGE W. BUSH TRAITS:

QUESTION:
---------
In your opinion, does the phrase 'he PROVIDES STRONG LEADERSHIP' describe George W. Bush EXTREMELY WELL, QUITE WELL, NOT TOO WELL, or NOT WELL AT ALL?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENTS SAY THEY DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE, PAUSE AND LET THEM THINK ABOUT IT. IF THEY DON'T CHANGE THEIR RESPONSE, ACCEPT THE DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE AND MOVE ON.)

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Extremely well
2. Quite well
3. Not too well
4. Not well at all

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. Administered 1st set of G.W. Bush traits

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered the same set of 4 traits as in 2002: either Q137-Q140 or Q137, Q141-Q143. Each set of traits was administered in random order.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  404
1 118
2 160
3 100
4  57
9  1

========================================================================
P045098  Q138.f2d3b. Bush Trait-Moral
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED 1st SET OF GW BUSH TRAITS IN 2002:

QUESTION:
---------
What about 'he is MORAL'?
(Does this phrase describe George W. Bush EXTREMELY WELL, QUITE WELL, NOT TOO WELL, or NOT WELL AT ALL?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENTS SAY THEY DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE, PAUSE AND LET THEM THINK ABOUT IT. IF THEY DON'T CHANGE THEIR RESPONSE, ACCEPT THE DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE AND MOVE ON.)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Extremely well
2. Quite well
3. Not too well
4. Not well at all

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

INAP. R administered 2nd set of GW Bush traits in 2002

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered the same set of 4 traits as in 2002: either Q137-Q140 or Q137, Q141-Q143. Each set of traits was administered
in random order.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

========================================================================
P045099 Q139.f2d3c. Bush Trait-Out Of Touch
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED 1st SET OF GW BUSH TRAITS IN 2002:

QUESTION:
---------
What about 'he is OUT OF TOUCH WITH ORDINARY PEOPLE'?
(Does this phrase describe George W. Bush EXTREMELY WELL, QUITE WELL, NOT TOO WELL, or NOT WELL AT ALL?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENTS SAY THEY DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE, PAUSE AND LET THEM THINK ABOUT IT. IF THEY DON'T CHANGE THEIR RESPONSE, ACCEPT THE DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE AND MOVE ON.)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Extremely well
2. Quite well
3. Not too well
4. Not well at all

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R administered 2nd set of GW Bush traits in 2002

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered the same set of 4 traits as in 2002: either Q137-Q140 or Q137, Q141-Q143. Each set of traits was administered in random order.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED 1st SET OF GW BUSH TRAITS IN 2002:

QUESTION:
---------
What about 'he is KNOWLEDGEABLE'? (Does this phrase describe George W. Bush EXTREMELY WELL, QUITE WELL, NOT TOO WELL, or NOT WELL AT ALL?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENTS SAY THEY DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE, PAUSE AND LET THEM THINK ABOUT IT. IF THEY DON'T CHANGE THEIR RESPONSE, ACCEPT THE DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE AND MOVE ON.)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Extremely well
2. Quite well
3. Not too well
4. Not well at all

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered the same set of 4 traits as in 2002: either Q137-Q140 or Q137, Q141-Q143. Each set of traits was administered in random order.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED 2nd SET OF GW BUSH TRAITS IN 2002:

QUESTION:  
-----------
What about 'he REALLY CARES ABOUT PEOPLE LIKE YOU'?
(Does this phrase describe George W. Bush EXTREMELY WELL, QUITE WELL, NOT TOO WELL, or NOT WELL AT ALL?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:  
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENTS SAY THEY DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE, PAUSE AND LET THEM THINK ABOUT IT. IF THEY DON'T CHANGE THEIR RESPONSE, ACCEPT THE DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE AND MOVE ON.)

VALID CODES:  
-------------
1. Extremely well
2. Quite well
3. Not too well
4. Not well at all

MISSING DATA:  
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R administered 1st set of GW Bush traits in 2002

NOTES:  
-----
Respondents were administered the same set of 4 traits as in 2002: either Q137-Q140 or Q137, Q141-Q143. Each set of traits was administered in random order.

TYPE:  
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 404
1 90
2 143
3 94
4 107
8 1
9 1

========================================================================
P04S102 Q142.f2d4c. Bush Trait-Dishonest
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED 2nd SET OF GW BUSH TRAITS IN 2002:

QUESTION:  
-----------
What about 'he is DISHONEST'?
(Does this phrase describe George W. Bush
EXTREMELY WELL, QUITE WELL, NOT TOO WELL, 
or NOT WELL AT ALL?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
----------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENTS SAY THEY DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE, 
PAUSE AND LET THEM THINK ABOUT IT. IF THEY DON'T CHANGE THEIR 
RESPONSE, ACCEPT THE DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE AND MOVE ON.)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Extremely well 
2. Quite well 
3. Not too well 
4. Not well at all 

MISSING DATA:
------------
8. Don't know 
9. Refused 

INAP. R administered 1st set of GW Bush traits in 2002

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered the same set of 4 
traits as in 2002: either Q137-Q140 or Q137, 
Q141-Q143. Each set of traits was administered 
in random order.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
.
1  52
2  65
3  116
4  196
8  7

P045103  Q143.f2d4d. Bush Trait-Intelligent

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED 2nd SET OF GW BUSH TRAITS IN 2002:

QUESTION TEXT:
--------------
What about 'he is INTELLIGENT'?  
(Does this phrase describe George W. Bush 
EXTREMELY WELL, QUITE WELL, NOT TOO WELL, 
or NOT WELL AT ALL?)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: IF RESPONDENTS SAY THEY DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE, 
PAUSE AND LET THEM THINK ABOUT IT. IF THEY DON'T CHANGE THEIR 
RESPONSE, ACCEPT THE DON'T KNOW OR CAN'T DECIDE AND MOVE ON.)
VALID CODES:  
------------
1. Extremely well  
2. Quite well  
3. Not too well  
4. Not well at all  

MISSING DATA:  
------------
8. Don't know  
9. Refused  

INAP. R administered 1st set of GW Bush traits in 2002  

NOTES:  
-----
Respondents were administered the same set of 4 traits as in 2002: either Q137-Q140 or Q137, Q141-Q143. Each set of traits was administered in random order.  

TYPE:  
-----
Numeric Dec 0  
. 404  
1 92  
2 187  
3 95  
4 62  

F1H6. INTRODUCTION - DIPLOMACY OR MILITARY FORCE SCALE  

Some people believe the United States should solve international problems by using diplomacy and other forms of international pressure and use military force only if absolutely necessary. Suppose we put such people on a scale that goes from 1 to 7, placing them at the end of the scale numbered "1". Other people believe that diplomacy and pressure often fail and the US must be ready to use military force. Suppose these people are at the other end of the scale, at point number "7". And of course other people fall into positions in-between, at points 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.  

F045104 Q144.f1h6a. Diplomacy/Military Force Scale  

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:  

QUESTION:  
---------
Where would you place YOURSELF on this scale, or haven't you thought much about this?  
(As a reminder, 1 means the U.S. should solve with diplomacy and international pressure, 7 means the
U.S. must be ready to use military force, and of course you can choose points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 in between.)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. U.S. should solve with diplomacy and international pressure
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. U.S. must be ready to use military force

MISSING CODES:
--------------
0. Haven't thought much about this
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
See PostErr.1. During the field period, an error was discovered in the probe, which had appeared as follows prior to the discovery:

(As a reminder, 1 means the U.S. should solve with diplomacy and international pressure, 7 means the U.S. must be ready to use international force, and of course you can choose points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 in between.)

This error was corrected during the field period but only after approximately half of the interviews were already completed. Since the probe as it appeared onscreen was specifically flagged as optional text, it is unknown precisely when the incorrect version was actually used prior to the error discovery. However, interviews are identified in [Post-election administration item] PostErr.1 if they were administered prior to the date when the instrument was revised to display the correct probe text.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

========================================================================
P045105 Q145.f1h6a2. Diplomacy/Military Scale-GW Bush
========================================================================
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
-------
Where would you place George W. Bush (on this scale)?
(As a reminder, 1 means the U.S. should solve with diplomacy and international pressure, 7 means the U.S. must be ready to use military force, and of course you can choose points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 in between.)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
DO NOT PROBE DK

VALID CODES:
---------
1. U.S. should solve with diplomacy and international pressure
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. U.S. must be ready to use military force

MISSING CODES:
---------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
See notes Q144.f1h6a.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1 41
2 24
3 47
4 58
5 126
6 171
7 337
8 32
9 4

========================================================================
P045106 Q146.f1h6a3. Diplomacy/Military Scale-Democrats
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
-------
Where would you place the Democratic Party (on this scale)?
(As a reminder, 1 means the U.S. should solve with diplomacy and international pressure, 7 means the U.S. must be ready to use military force, and of course you can choose points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 in between.)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
----------------------------------
DO NOT PROBE DK

VALID CODES:
----------
1. U.S. should solve with diplomacy and international pressure
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. U.S. must be ready to use military force

MISSING CODES:
-----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
See notes Q144.f1h6a.
Order of Democratic and Republican party placements randomized.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
1   108
2   120
3   191
4   148
5   109
6   58
7   56
8   44
9   6

========================================================================
P045107 Q147.f1h6a4. Diplomacy/Military Scale-Republicans
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Where would you place the Republican Party (on this scale)?
(As a reminder, 1 means the U.S. should solve with diplomacy and international pressure, 7 means the U.S. must be ready to use military force, and of course you can choose points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 in between.)
INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
DO NOT PROBE DK

VALID CODES:
------------
1. U.S. should solve with diplomacy and international pressure
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. U.S. must be ready to use military force

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
See notes Q144.flh6a.
Order of Democratic and Republican party placements randomized.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

|   |
|---|---|
| 1 | 29 |
| 2 | 28 |
| 3 | 61 |
| 4 | 91 |
| 5 | 193 |
| 6 | 214 |
| 7 | 174 |
| 8 | 43 |
| 9 | 7 |

P045108 Q148.flh6a. Diplomacy/Military-Importance To R

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
How important is this issue to you personally -
VERY important, SOMewhat important, or NOT
IMPORTANT AT ALL?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Very important
3. Somewhat important
5. Not important at all

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
1 502
3 313
5 20
8 3
9 2

========================================================================
P045109  Q149.f1l5. Increase/Decrease Immigration
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you think the number of immigrants from foreign countries who are permitted to come to the United States to live should be INCREASED A LOT, INCREASED A LITTLE, LEFT THE SAME as it is now, DECREASED A LITTLE, or DECREASED A LOT?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Increased a lot
2. Increased a little
3. Left the same as it is now
4. Decreased a little
5. Decreased a lot

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
------
Numeric Dec 0
1 20
2 68
3 312
4 221
5 202
8 16
9 1

========================================================================
P045110  Q150.f1l6. Abortion Issue - Self-Placement
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
There has been some discussion about abortion during recent years. I am going to read you a short list of opinions. Please tell me which one of the opinions best agrees with your view? You can just tell me the number of the opinion you choose:

1. By law, abortion should never be permitted.
2. The law should permit abortion only in case of rape, incest, or when the woman's life is in danger.
3. The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape, incest, or danger to the woman's life, but only after the need for the abortion has been clearly established.
4. By law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as a matter of personal choice.

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(READ LIST; INCLUDE ITEM NUMBER WHEN READING)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. By law, abortion should never be permitted.
2. The law should permit abortion only in case of rape, incest, or when the woman's life is in danger.
3. The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape, incest, or danger to the woman's life, but only after the need for the abortion has been clearly established.
4. By law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as a matter of personal choice.
7. Other (SPECIFY) [VOL]

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

1  72
2  289
3  154
4  314
7  3
8  3
9  5

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
Do you favor or oppose laws to protect homosexuals against job discrimination?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Favor
5. Oppose

MISSING CODES:
-----------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  601
5  199
8  31
9   9

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R FAVORS LAWS TO PROTECT HOMOSEXUALS/
IF R OPPOSES LAWS TO PROTECT HOMOSEXUALS:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you [favor/oppose] such laws strongly or not strongly?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:
-----------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 8,9 in Q152

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.   40
1  544
5  253
8   2
9   1

http://www.electionstudies.org/studypages/2004_panel/nes2004panel_var.txt
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POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R FAVORS LAWS TO PROTECT HOMOSEXUALS/
IF R OPPOSES LAWS TO PROTECT HOMOSEXUALS:

QUESTION:
-------
Do you [favor/oppose] such laws strongly or
not strongly?

VALID CODES:
-------
1. Favor strongly
2. Favor not strongly
4. Oppose not strongly
5. Oppose strongly

MISSING CODES:
-------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 8,9 in Q152

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

. 43
1 418
2 180
4 73
5 126

========================================================================
F1h15. INTRO - EQUAL TREATMENT FOR WOMEN IN JOBS
========================================================================

Some people feel that if women are not getting
equal treatment in jobs, the government in
Washington ought to see to it that they do.
Others feel that this is not the federal
government's business.

========================================================================
P045113  Q155.f1h15a Equal Treatment For Women In Jobs Issue
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
-------
Have you had enough interest in this question
to favor one side over the other?

VALID CODES:
-------
1. Yes, have interest
5. No, don't have interest

MISSING CODES:
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  437
5  377
8  22
9  4

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R HAS HAD INTEREST IN EQUAL TREATMENT FOR WOMEN ISSUE:

QUESTION:
--------
How do you feel?
Should the government in Washington see to it
that women get equal treatment in jobs OR
is this not the federal government's business?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Govt should see to it
5. Not the federal govt's business
7. Other (SPECIFY)

MISSING CODES:
------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q155

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  403
1  302
5  129
7  3
8  3

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R THINKS WOMEN EQUAL TREATMENT IN JOBS GOVT ISSUE/
IF R THINKS WOMEN EQUAL TREATMENT IN JOBS NOT GOVT ISSUE:

QUESTION:
Do you feel strongly or not strongly about that?
VALID CODES:
------------
1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q155; 7,8 in Q156

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  409
1  354
5  77

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R THINKS WOMEN EQUAL TREATMENT IN JOBS GOVT ISSUE/
IF R THINKS WOMEN EQUAL TREATMENT IN JOBS NOT GOVT ISSUE:

QUESTION:
---------
Have you had enough interest in this question
to favor one side over the other?
How do you feel?
Should the government in Washington see to it
that women get equal treatment in jobs OR is this
not the federal government's business?
Do you feel strongly or not strongly about that?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Feel strongly govt should see to it
2. Feel not so strongly govt should see to it
4. Feel not so strongly it is not govt's business
5. Feel strongly it is not govt's business
7. Other

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know (in Q158)
9. Refused (in Q158)
0. No interest
INAP. 8,9 in Q155

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  26
0  377
1  259
2  43
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R IS FEMALE:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you think that what happens to women in this country will have something to do with what happens in your life?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Yes
5. No
7. Unsure; depends

MISSING CODES:
------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R male

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

1. 365
  1 340
  5 95
  7 13
  8 26
  9 1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R IS FEMALE:
IF R THINKS WHAT HAPPENS TO WOMEN IN US WILL AFFECT HER LIFE:

QUESTION:
---------
How much will it affect you?
A LOT, SOME, or NOT VERY MUCH AT ALL?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. A lot
3. Some
5. Not very much at all

http://www.electionstudies.org/studypages/2004_panel/nes2004panel_var.txt
MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,7-9 in Q160; male respondent

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
.
. 500
1 131
3 166
5 38
8 5

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R IS FEMALE:

QUESTION:
---------
How often do you find yourself feeling a sense of pride as a woman in the accomplishments of women?
Is it A LOT, FAIRLY OFTEN, ONCE IN A WHILE, or HARDLY EVER?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. A lot
2. Fairly often
3. Once in a while
4. Hardly ever

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R male

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
.
. 365
1 167
2 167
3 120
4 17
8 4

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R IS FEMALE:

QUESTION:
---------
How often do you find yourself feeling angry about
the way women are treated in society?
Is it A LOT, FAIRLY OFTEN, ONCE IN A WHILE, or
HARDLY EVER?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. A lot
2. Fairly often
3. Once in a while
4. Hardly ever

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R male

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1          65
2          79
3         244
4          87

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Now on a different topic.
Do you think the difference in incomes between
rich people and poor people in the United States
today is LARGER, SMALLER, or ABOUT THE SAME as it
was 20 years ago?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Larger
3. Smaller
5. About the same

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R THINKS INCOME GAP IS LARGER/
IF R THINKS INCOME GAP IS SMALLER:

QUESTION:
---------
(Would you say the difference in incomes is)
MUCH [larger/smaller] or SOMEWHAT [larger/smaller]?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Much
5. Somewhat

MISSING CODES:
------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q164

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1 647
3 33
5 136
8 23
9 1

P045118x  Q165x.f11a1x. Diff In Income Inequality-Summary

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you think the difference in incomes between rich people and poor people in the United States today is LARGER, SMALLER, or ABOUT THE SAME as it was 20 years ago?
(Would you say the difference in incomes is)
MUCH [larger/smaller] or SOMEWHAT [larger/smaller]?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Much larger
2. Somewhat larger
3. About the same
4. Somewhat smaller
5. Much smaller

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know (in Q165)
9. Refused (in Q165)
INAP. 8,9 in Q164

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.   24
1   404
2   240
3   136
4   27
5   6
8   3

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R THINKS INCOME GAP IS LARGER:
IF R THINKS INCOME GAP IS SMALLER:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you think this is A GOOD THING, A BAD THING, or haven't you thought about it?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Good thing
3. Bad thing

MISSING CODES:
-------------
7. Haven't thought
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q164

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.   160
1   50
3   420
7   195
8   10
9    5
F1L11. INTRODUCTION - FEDERAL INCOME TAXES

Next are a few questions about federal income taxes.

P045119 Q167.f1l11a. R Think Pay More/Less Taxes Than Shld

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you feel you are asked to pay MORE THAN YOU SHOULD in federal income taxes, about the RIGHT AMOUNT, or LESS THAN YOU SHOULD?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. More than should pay
3. About right
5. Less than should pay
7. Don't pay at all {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  323
3  459
5  34
7  18
8  5
9  1

P045120 Q168.f1l11b. Rich Pay More/Less Than Shld In Taxes

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
What about rich people?
Do you feel rich people are asked to pay MORE THAN THEY SHOULD in federal income taxes, about the RIGHT AMOUNT, or LESS THAN THEY SHOULD?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. More than should pay
3. About right
5. Less than should pay
7. Don't pay at all {VOL}

MISSING CODES:

-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:

-------
The order in which Q168 and Q169 was administered was randomized.

TYPE:

-----
Numeric Dec 0

1     104
3     239
5     479
8     18

========================================================================
P045121   Q169.f111c. Poor Pay More/Less Than Shld In Taxes
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:

--------
What about poor people?
Do you feel poor people are asked to pay MORE THAN THEY SHOULD in federal income taxes, about the RIGHT AMOUNT, or LESS THAN THEY SHOULD?

VALID CODES:

------------
1. More than should pay
3. About right
5. Less than should pay
7. Don't pay at all {VOL}

MISSING CODES:

-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:

-------
The order in which Q168 and Q169 was administered was randomized.

TYPE:

-----
Numeric Dec 0

1     340
3     393
5     64
7     15
8     26
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:

---------

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT: (choose one)

VALID CODES:

-----------
1. "Congress passed" wording
2. "President Bush signed" wording

NOTES:

------

For the tax cut series of questions, respondents were randomly assigned one of two possible wordings, listed here.

1         425
2         415

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:

---------

As you may recall, [Congress passed/President Bush signed] a big tax cut a few years ago. Did you FAVOR or OPPOSE the tax cut, or is this something you haven't thought about?

VALID CODES:

------------
1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Other/depends/neither {VOL} {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:

------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
0. Haven't thought about

NOTES:

------

Respondents were randomly assigned one of two possible wordings: Congress passed OR President Bush signed.

TYPE:

------

Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ASSIGNED "CONGRESS PASSED" WORDING:
IF R FAVORED TAX CUT/
IF R OPPOSED TAX CUT:

QUESTION:
---------
Did you [favor/oppose] the tax cut STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Strongly
5. Not strongly

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 0,7,8,9 in Q171; alternate wording

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 563
1 200
5 76
8 1
MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

INAP. 0,7,8,9 in Q171; alternate wording

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 545
1 216
5 79

========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
As you may recall, [Congress passed/President Bush signed] a big tax cut a few years ago.
Did you FAVOR or OPPOSE the tax cut, or is this something you haven't thought about?
Did you [favor/oppose] the tax cut STRONGLY or NOT STRONGLY?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Favored strongly
2. Favored not so strongly
4. Opposed not so strongly
5. Opposed strongly
7. Other

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know (in Q173 or Q174)
9. Refused (in Q173 or Q174)
0. Haven't thought about

INAP 8,9 in Q171

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 14
0 246
1 258
2 101
4 54
5 158
7 8
8 1

========================================================================

P045124 Q176.f1m2c. Dem Party Favor/Oppose Tax Cut
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you happen to remember - did the Democratic Party FAVOR or OPPOSE the tax cut that [Congress passed/President Bush signed] a few years ago?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Other {VOL} {SPECIFY}
0. Don't remember {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
------
Order in which Q176 and Q178 was administered was randomized

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
What about the Republican Party - did the Republican Party FAVOR or OPPOSE the tax cut that [Congress passed/President Bush signed] a few years ago?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Favor
5. Oppose
7. Other {VOL} {SPECIFY}
0. Don't remember {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
------
Order in which Q176 and Q178 was administered was randomized

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F2K7. INTRODUCTION - GOVERNMENT SERVICES SCALE

Some people think the government should provide fewer services even in areas such as health and education in order to reduce spending. Suppose we put such people on a scale that goes from 1 to 7, placing them at the end of the scale numbered "1". Other people feel it is important for the government to provide many more services even if it means an increase in spending. Suppose
these people are at the other end of the scale, at point number "7". And, of course other people have opinions somewhere in between, at points 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Where would you place YOURSELF on this scale, or haven't you thought much about this? (As a reminder, 1 means the government should provide many fewer services, 7 means the government should provide many more services, and of course you can choose points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 in between.)

VALID CODES:
------------
01. Govt should provide many fewer services
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07. Govt should provide many more services

MISSING CODES:
--------------
80. Haven't thought much about this
88. Don't know
89. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

0       149
1       43
2       62
3       113
4       148
5       168
6       69
7       81
8       6
9       1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Where would you place GEORGE W. BUSH (on this scale)?
(As a reminder, 1 means the government should provide many fewer services, 7 means the government should provide many more services, and of course you can choose points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 in between.)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
DO NOT PROBE DK

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Govt should provide many fewer services
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Govt should provide many more services

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1   114
2   121
3   140
4   132
5   121
6    77
7    72
8    60
9     3

========================================================================
P045129 Q183.f2k7c. Fewer/More Govt Services-Dem Party
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
Where would you place the DEMOCRATIC PARTY
(on this scale)?
(As a reminder, 1 means the government should provide many fewer services, 7 means the government should provide many more services, and of course you can choose points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 in between.)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
DO NOT PROBE DK

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Govt should provide many fewer services
2.
3. 4. 5. 6. 7. Govt should provide many more services

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
------
Order of Democratic and Republican party placements randomized.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

========================================================================
P045130     Q184.f2k7d. Fewer/More Govt Service-Rep Party
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Where would you place the REPUBLICAN PARTY
(on this scale)?
(As a reminder, 1 means the government should provide many fewer
services, 7 means the government should provide many more services,
and of course you can choose points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 in between.)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
DO NOT PROBE DK

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Govt should provide many fewer services
2. 3. 4. 5. 6.
7. Govt should provide many more services

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know  
9. Refused  

**QUESTION:**

How important is this issue to you personally - VERY important, SOMEWHAT important, or NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL?

**VALID CODES:**

1. Very important  
3. Somewhat important  
5. Not important at all  

**MISSING CODES:**

8. Don't know  
9. Refused  

**TYPE:**

---

Numeric Dec 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**F2M5. INTRODUCTION: AFFIRMATIVE ACTION**

Some people think that if a company has a history of discriminating against blacks when making hiring decisions, then they should be required to have an affirmative action program that gives blacks preference in hiring.
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED AFFIRMATIVE ACTION SERIES IN 2002:

QUESTION:
---------
What do you think? Should companies that have discriminated against blacks have to have an affirmative action program?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes, they should have to have affirmative action
5. No, they should not have to have affirmative action
7. Other (specify) {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

INAP. R administered equal pay for women series

NOTES:
------
Respondents were administered the same set of questions as in 2002. They were asked either affirmative action items Q186-Q194 or equal treatment for women items Q195-Q199.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

.       423
1       240
5       140
7       10
8       17
9       10

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED AFFIRMATIVE ACTION SERIES IN 2002:

QUESTION:
---------
Which would you say is CLOSER to George Bush's position -- that companies that have discriminated against blacks should have an affirmative action program, or not?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Yes, they should have to have affirmative action
5. No, they should not have to have affirmative action
7. Other (specify) {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

INAP. R administered equal pay for women series

NOTES:
-----
Respondents were administered the same set of questions as in 2002. They were asked either affirmative action items Q186-Q194 or equal treatment for women items Q195-Q199.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

.  423
1  142
5  162
7  2
8  105
9   6

========================================================================
P045134     Q190.f2m5b. Affirmative Action-Dem Party Position
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED AFFIRMATIVE ACTION SERIES IN 2002:

QUESTION:
---------
Which would you say is CLOSER to the Democratic Party's position -- that companies that have discriminated against blacks should have an affirmative action program, or not?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Yes, they should have to have affirmative action
5. No, they should not have to have affirmative action
7. Other (specify) {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R administered equal pay for women series

NOTES:
------
Respondents were administered the same set of questions as in 2002. They were asked either affirmative action items Q186-Q194 or equal treatment for women items Q195-Q199. Order of Q190.F2M5b (position of Democratic Party) and Q192.F2M5c (position of Republican Party) was randomized.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  423
1  296
5  39
7  2
8  72
9  8

========================================================================
P045135  Q192.f2m5c. Affirmative Action-Rep Party Position
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED AFFIRMATIVE ACTION SERIES IN 2002:

QUESTION:
---------
Which would you say is CLOSER to the Republican Party's position -- that companies that have discriminated against blacks should have an affirmative action program, or not?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes, they should have to have affirmative action
5. No, they should not have to have affirmative action
7. Other (specify) (VOL)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

INAP. R administered equal pay for women series

NOTES:
------
Respondents were administered the same set of questions as in 2002. They were asked either affirmative action items Q186-Q194 or equal treatment for women items Q195-Q199. Order of Q190.F2M5b (position of Democratic Party) and Q192.F2M5c (position of Republican Party) was randomized.
Party) and Q192.F2M5c (position of Republican Party) was randomized.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  423
1  137
5  186
7   3
8   81
9  10

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED AFFIRMATIVE ACTION SERIES IN 2002:

QUESTION:
---------
How important is this issue to you personally
- VERY important, SOMEWHAT important, or NOT
IMPORTANT AT ALL?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Very important
3. Somewhat important
5. Not important at all

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R administered equal pay for women series

NOTES:
------
Respondents were administered the same set
of questions as in 2002. They were asked
either affirmative action items Q186-Q194 or
equal treatment for women items Q195-Q199.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  423
1   78
3  232
5  100
8   3
9   4

http://www.electionstudies.org/studypages/2004_panel/nes2004panel_var.txt
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED EQUAL PAY FOR WOMEN SERIES IN 2002:

QUESTION:
-------
How much do you think the federal government should be doing to make sure that women get equal pay for equal work - A LOT, SOME, or NOT MUCH AT ALL?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. A lot
3. Some
5. Not much at all

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

INAP. R administered Affirmative Action series

NOTES:
------
Respondents were administered the same set of questions as in 2002. They were asked either affirmative action items Q186-Q194 or equal treatment for women items Q195-Q199.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  417
1  213
3  175
5  33
8  1
9  1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED EQUAL PAY FOR WOMEN SERIES IN 2002:

QUESTION:
-------
Which would you say is CLOSER to George Bush's position -- that the federal government should be doing - A LOT, SOME, or NOT MUCH AT ALL to make sure that women get equal pay for equal work?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
[DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW]
VALID CODES:
-------------
1. A lot
3. Some
5. Not much at all

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

INAP. R administered Affirmative Action series

NOTES:
------
Respondents were administered the same set of questions as in 2002. They were asked either affirmative action items Q186-Q194 or equal treatment for women items Q195-Q199.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED EQUAL PAY FOR WOMEN SERIES IN 2002:

QUESTION:
---------
Which would you say is CLOSER to the Democratic Party's position -- that the federal government should be doing - A LOT, SOME, or NOT MUCH AT ALL to make sure that women get equal pay for equal work?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. A lot
3. Some
5. Not much at all

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R administered Affirmative Action series

NOTES:
------
Respondents were administered the same set of questions as in 2002. They were asked either affirmative action items Q186-Q194 or equal treatment for women items Q195-Q199. Order of Q197 (position of Democratic Party) and Q198 (position of Republican Party) was randomized.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  417
1  180
3  182
5  22
8  37
9   2

========================================================================
P045140  Q198.f2m6b. Rep Party On Equal Pay For Women
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED EQUAL PAY FOR WOMEN SERIES IN 2002:

QUESTION:
---------
Which would you say is CLOSER to the Republican Party's position -- that the federal government should be doing - A LOT, SOME, or NOT MUCH AT ALL to make sure that women get equal pay for equal work?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
-----------------------
{DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW}

VALID CODES:
------------
1. A lot
3. Some
5. Not much at all

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

INAP. R administered Affirmative Action series

NOTES:
------
Respondents were administered the same set of questions as in 2002. They were asked either affirmative action items Q186-Q194 or equal treatment for women items Q195-Q199.
Order of Q197 (position of Democratic Party) and Q198 (position of Republican Party) was randomized.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 417
1  69
3 217
5 106
8  29
9   2

========================================================================
P045141  Q199.f2m6c. Equal Pay For Women - Importance To R
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED EQUAL PAY FOR WOMEN SERIES IN 2002:

QUESTION:
---------
How important is this issue to you personally - VERY important, SOMEWHAT important, or NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Very important
3. Somewhat important
5. Not important at all

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

INAP. R administered Affirmative Action series

NOTES:
------
Respondents were administered the same set of questions as in 2002. They were asked either affirmative action items Q186-Q194 or equal treatment for women items Q195-Q199.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 417
1 116
3 247
5  59
8  1

========================================================================
P045142  Q200.f1h9. US Position In World-Weaker/Stronger
========================================================================
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
Turning to some other issues facing the country. During the past year, would you say that the United States' position in the world has grown weaker, stayed about the same, or has it grown stronger?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Weaker
3. Stayed about the same
5. Stronger

MISSING CODES:
------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  421
3  222
5  191
8  6

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
Do you AGREE or DISAGREE with this statement: 'This country would be better off if we just stayed home and did not concern ourselves with problems in other parts of the world.'

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Agree
5. Disagree

MISSING CODES:
------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  204
5  619
Now I'd like to read you a few statements about public life. I'll read them one at a time. Please tell me whether you agree or disagree with each of them.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:

'I consider myself well-qualified to participate in politics.'
Do you AGREE, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, or DISAGREE with this statement?

VALID CODES:

1. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
5. Disagree

MISSING CODES:

8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:

Numeric Dec 0

1   367
3   179
5   289
8   4
9   1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:

'I think that I am better informed about politics and government than most people.'
(Do you AGREE, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, or DISAGREE with this statement?)
VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
5. Disagree

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
1 363
3 206
5 265
8 5
9 1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
'So many other people vote in the national election that it doesn't matter much to me whether I vote or not.' (Do you AGREE, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, or DISAGREE with this statement?)

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
5. Disagree

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
1 75
3 27
5 732
8 4
9 2

F2Q1. INTRO - EFFICACY AND GOVERNMENT RESPONSIVENESS
Please tell me whether you agree or disagree with these statements about the government. The first is:

P045147 Q205.f2q1a. Public Officials Don't Care

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
' Public officials don't care much what people like me think. '
Do you AGREE, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, or DISAGREE with this statement?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
5. Disagree

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  292
3  144
5  397
8   6
9   1

P045148 Q206.f2q1b. People Like Me Have No Say

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
' People like me don't have any say about what the government does. '
(Do you AGREE, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, or DISAGREE with this statement?)

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
5. Disagree

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
People have different ideas about the government in Washington. These ideas don't refer to Democrats or Republicans in particular, but just to the government in general. We want to see how you feel about these ideas. For example:

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
How much of the time do you think you can trust the government in Washington to do what is right -- JUST ABOUT ALWAYS, MOST OF THE TIME, or only SOME OF THE TIME?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Just about always  
2. Most of the time  
3. Only some of the time  
4. Never {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know  
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
Do you think that people in government waste
A LOT of the money we pay in taxes, waste SOME
of it, or DON'T WASTE VERY MUCH of it?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Waste a lot
3. Waste some
5. Don't waste very much

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

1  455
3  366
5   17
8    2

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
Would you say the government is pretty much
run by A FEW BIG INTERESTS looking out for
themselves or that it is run for THE BENEFIT
OF ALL THE PEOPLE?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Government run by a few big interests
5. Government run for the benefit of all

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0
1  508
5 295
8  25
9  12

---------------------
P045152  Q210.f2q6. How Many In Govt Crooked
---------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you think that QUITE A FEW of the people running the government are crooked, NOT VERY MANY are, or do you think HARDLY ANY of them are crooked?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Quite a few are crooked
3. Not very many are crooked
5. Hardly any are crooked

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

1  245
3  468
5  113
8  14

---------------------
P045153  Q211.f2q7. How Much Elections Make Govt Pay Attn
---------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
How much do you feel that having elections makes the government pay attention to what the people think -- a GOOD DEAL, SOME, or NOT MUCH?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. A good deal
3. Some
5. Not much

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
1  444
3  310
5  86

========================================================================
P045154  Q212.f2t6. Satisfaction With How US Democracy Works
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
On the whole, are you SATISFIED, FAIRLY SATISFIED, NOT VERY SATISFIED, or NOT AT ALL SATISFIED with the way democracy works in the United States?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Satisfied
2. Fairly satisfied
3. Not very satisfied
4. Not at all satisfied

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
1  354
2  346
3  102
4  29
8  7
9  2

========================================================================
F2T8. INTRODUCTION - WORKING MOTHERS
========================================================================

Now for some other questions.
Please tell me whether you AGREE or DISAGREE with the next few statements.

========================================================================
P045155  Q213.f2t8a. Working Mother Vs Non-Working Mother
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
QUESTION: 
--------
'A working mother can establish just as warm and secure a relationship with her children as a mother who does not work.'
(Do you AGREE, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, or DISAGREE with this statement?)

VALID CODES: 
----------
1. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
5. Disagree

MISSING CODES: 
----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES: 
--------
1/2 sample administered, in order, Q213,Q214,Q215;
1/2 sample administered, in order, Q215,Q213,Q214

TYPE: 
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  465
3  52
5  318
8  4
9  1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION: 
--------
'It is much better for everyone involved if the man is the achiever outside the home and the woman takes care of the home and family.'
(Do you AGREE, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, or DISAGREE with this statement?)

VALID CODES: 
----------
1. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
5. Disagree

MISSING CODES: 
----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
-----
'When women demand equality these days, they are actually seeking special favors.'
(Do you AGREE, NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE, or DISAGREE with this statement?)

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Agree
3. Neither agree nor disagree
5. Disagree

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
-----
1/2 sample administered, in order, Q213,Q214,Q215;
1/2 sample administered, in order, Q215,Q213,Q214

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1         115
3         84
5         632
8          8
9          1

http://www.electionstudies.org/studypages/2004_panel/nes2004panel_var.txt
Turning to another topic.
Generally speaking, would you say that MOST PEOPLE CAN BE TRUSTED or that you CAN'T BE TOO CAREFUL in dealing with people?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Most people can be trusted
5. Can't be too careful

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P045159 Q217.f2k4. People Take Advantage/Be Fair

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED "PEOPLE TAKE ADVANTAGE OF" ITEM IN 2002:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you think most people would try to TAKE ADVANTAGE of you if they got the chance or would they TRY TO BE FAIR?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Take advantage
5. Try to be fair

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

INAP. R administered Q218

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.</td>
<td>409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ADMINISTERED "PEOPLE TRY TO BE HELPFUL" ITEM IN 2002:

QUESTION:
-------
Would you say that most of the time people TRY TO BE HELPFUL, or that they are JUST LOOKING OUT FOR THEMSELVES?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Try to be helpful
5. Just looking out for themselves

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. R administered Q217

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

.  431
1  306
5  94
8  8
9  1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
R ABLE TO DO VOLUNTEER WORK PAST YEAR

QUESTION:
-------
Many people say they have less time these days to do volunteer work.
What about you, were you able to devote any time to volunteer work IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS or did you not do so?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: VOLUNTEER WORK IS UNPAID WORK ON BEHALF OF SOMEONE OTHER THAN THE RESPONDENT OR HIS/HER FAMILY. IF RESPONDENT ASKS, WE CAN SAY "WORK THAT YOU DO FOR OTHER PEOPLE OR GROUPS THAT YOU DO NOT EXPECT TO BE PAID FOR").

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1   451
5   388
8   1

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
P045162   Q220.f2m12a. R Worked With Others On Community Issue
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, have you worked with other people to deal with some issue facing your community?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1   370
5   469
8   1

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
P045163   Q221.f2m12b. R Views To Govt In Past Year
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
DURING THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS, have you telephoned, written a letter to, or visited a government official to express your views on a public issue?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No
MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1         228
5         611
8           1

P045164 Q222.f2m12c. Attend Mtg For School/Comm In Past Yr

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
DURING THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS, did you attend a meeting about
an issue facing your community or schools?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1         329
5         511

P045165 Q223.f2m12d. R Member Of Any Organization

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Here is a list of some organizations people can
belong to. There are labor unions, associations of
people who do the same kinds of work, fraternal
groups such as Lions or Kiwanis, hobby clubs or
sports teams, groups working on political issues,
community groups, and school groups. Of course,
there are lots of other types of organizations, too.
Not counting membership in a local church or synagogue,
are you a member of any of these kinds of organizations?

VALID CODES:
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
-------
Many people are finding it more difficult to make contributions to church or charity as much as they used to. How about you -- were you able to contribute any money to church or charity in the LAST 12 MONTHS?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  406
5  432
8  2

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
-------
Aside from a strike against your employer, in the PAST TWELVE MONTHS, have you taken part in a protest, march, or demonstration on some
national or local issue?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1   38
5   801
8   1

------------------------------------------------------------------------
P045168     Q226.f2z1. R Worked With Neighbors On Issue/Problem
------------------------------------------------------------------------

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
Next, I'd like to ask you a few questions about
life in your neighborhood.
During the PAST TWELVE MONTHS, have you worked
with others from your neighborhood to deal with a
common issue or problem?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Yes
5. No
7. No neighbors [VOL]

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1   289
5   549
7   1
8   1

========================================================================
P045169     Q227.f2z2. Rs Neighbors Out For Themselves
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
QUESTION:
-------
Next some questions about the people you regularly see in your neighborhood.
In general, with these people in mind, would you say that they are just looking out for themselves ALL OF THE TIME, MOST OF THE TIME, SOME OF THE TIME, HARDLY EVER, or NEVER?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. All of the time
2. Most of the time
3. Some of the time
4. Hardly ever
5. Never
7. No neighbors [VOL]

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1 21
2 173
3 364
4 211
5 54
7 2
8 14
9 1

P045170  Q228.f2z3a. Rs Neighbors Try To Take Advantage

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
-------
Would you say those people you see regularly in your neighborhood try to take advantage of others ALL OF THE TIME, MOST OF THE TIME, SOME OF THE TIME, HARDLY EVER, or NEVER?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. All of the time  
2. Most of the time  
3. Some of the time  
4. Hardly ever  
5. Never  
7. No neighbors [VOL]

MISSING CODES:  
-------------  
8. Don't know  
9. Refused

TYPE:  
-----  
Numeric  Dec 0

1  9  
2  21  
3  131  
4  461  
5  207  
7  3  
8  8

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:  

QUESTION:  
-------  
(Again, thinking about those people you see in your neighborhood,)
Would you say they treat others with respect ALL OF THE TIME, MOST OF THE TIME, SOME OF THE TIME, HARDLY EVER, or NEVER?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:  
-----------------------  
(DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW)

VALID CODES:  
-------------  
1. All of the time  
2. Most of the time  
3. Some of the time  
4. Hardly ever  
5. Never  
7. No neighbors [VOL]

MISSING CODES:  
-------------  
8. Don't know  
9. Refused

TYPE:  
-----  
Numeric  Dec 0
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Would you say that HONEST describes the people in your neighborhood EXTREMELY WELL, QUITE WELL, NOT TOO WELL, or NOT WELL AT ALL?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(DO NOT PROBE DON'T KNOW)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Extremely well
2. Quite well
3. Not too well
4. Not well at all
7. No neighbors [VOL]

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  229
2  530
3  47
4  20
7  1
8  11
9  2

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
On another subject now.
Do you consider religion to be an IMPORTANT part of your life, or NOT?
VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Important
5. Not important

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  650
5  187
8  2
9  1

P045173a  Q232.fn1a. How Important Religion In Rs Life

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF RELIGION IS IMPORTANT PART OF R'S LIFE:

QUESTION:
---------
Would you say your religion provides SOME guidance in your day-to-day living, QUITE A BIT of guidance, or A GREAT DEAL of guidance in your day-to-day life?

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Some
3. Quite a bit
5. A great deal

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q231

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.  190
1  116
3  203
5  330
8  1

P045174  Q233.fn3. Does R Attend Religious Services
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Lots of things come up that keep people from attending religious services even if they want to. Thinking about your life these days, do you ever attend religious services, apart from occasional weddings, baptisms, or funerals?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
1  606
5  231
8  3

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ATTENDS RELIGIOUS SERVICES:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you go to religious services EVERY WEEK, ALMOST EVERY WEEK, ONCE OR TWICE A MONTH, A FEW TIMES A YEAR, or NEVER?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Every week
2. Almost every week
3. Once or twice a month
4. A few times a year
5. Never

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q233.F1N3.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
.  234
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R ATTENDS RELIGIOUS SERVICES EVERY WEEK:

QUESTION:
---------
Would you say you go to religious services ONCE A WEEK or MORE OFTEN THAN ONCE A WEEK?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Once a week
2. More often than once a week

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 2-5,8,9 in Q234

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  238
2  137
3  106
4  119
5   5
8   1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
R Active Member At Place Of Worship

QUESTION:
---------
Aside from attending services, in the PAST SIX MONTHS have you been an active member at your place of worship - I mean, have you done things like serve on committees, give time for special projects, or help organize meetings?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1       288
5       552

========================================================================
P045175a    Q237.f1n4a. R Planned Mtg At Place Of Worship
=======================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R HAS BEEN ACTIVE MEMBER AT PLACE OF WORSHIP:

QUESTION:
---------
As part of these activities, have you planned or chaired a meeting (in the last six months)?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q236.F1N4

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

.       552
1       132
5       156

========================================================================
P045175b    Q238.f1n4b. R Given Speech At Place Of Worship
=======================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R HAS BEEN ACTIVE MEMBER AT PLACE OF WORSHIP:

QUESTION:
---------
(As part of these activities,) have you given a presentation or speech (in the last six months)?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 5,8,9 in Q236.F1N4

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 552
1 113
5 175

========================================================================
F2Q2. INTRODUCTION TO LAST SET OF QUESTIONS
========================================================================

We're nearly at the end of the interview now, and have just this last set of questions.

========================================================================
P045176   Q239.f3y2. Rs Marital Status
========================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Are you MARRIED NOW and living with your spouse - or are you WIDOWED, DIVORCED, SEPARATED, or have you NEVER MARRIED?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: PEOPLE THAT YOU INCLUDE UNDER CATEGORY 6 SHOULD BE LIVING AS MARRIED.)

VALID CODES:
-------------
1. Married
2. Widowed
3. Divorced
4. Separated
5. Never married
6. Partnered, not married {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1 540
2 96
3 88
4 17
5 87
6 11
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Did you ever attend an undergraduate college or university?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: IF "YES" ASK: What school was that?)
(INTERVIEWER: The word "attend" includes both those who did not finish their degree, and those who did.)
(INTERVIEWER: THIS IS AN OPEN-ENDED QUESTION. REMEMBER TO RECORD VERBATIM. USE "ANYTHING ELSE" PROBE UNTIL COMPLETION. USE STANDARD CLARIFICATION PROBES AS APPROPRIATE. IF MORE SPACE IS NEEDED, FINISH ON PAPER.)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
2. No

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

NOTES:
------
This variable coded from an open-end response

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  564
2  275
9  1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
We'd like to know if you are working now, or are you unemployed, retired, a homemaker, (a student), or what?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{MULTIPLE RESPONSES}
VALID CODES:
------------
001. Working now
002. Temporarily laid off
003. Unemployed
004. Retired
005. Permanently disabled
006. Homemaker
007. Student
014. Working now and retired
016. Working now and homemaker
017. Working now and student
026. Temporarily laid off and homemaker
034. Unemployed and retired
035. Unemployed and permanently disabled
036. Unemployed and homemaker
045. Retired and permanently disabled
046. Retired and homemaker
047. Retired and student
067. Homemaker and student
146. Working now, retired, and homemaker
167. Working now, homemaker, and student
467. Retired, homemaker, and student

MISSING CODES:
---------------
888. Don't know
889. Refused

NOTES:
------
This is a final summary which codes respondent occupation status from R's response to the questions in the employment section (items Q243, Q244, and Q245)

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>001</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>003</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>005</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>014</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>016</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>017</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>034</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>036</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>045</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>046</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>067</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>888</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

========================================================================
F3Y8. INTRODUCTION - QUESTIONS FOR RS WORKING NOW
Here are a couple of things people sometimes do as part of their job. After I read each, please tell me whether or not you have done this, DURING THE LAST SIX MONTHS, as part of your job.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R IS WORKING NOW:

QUESTION:
-------
Have you planned or chaired a meeting (in the last 6 months?)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 3-7,34-67,888 in Q246

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 345
1 259
5 236

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R IS WORKING NOW:

QUESTION:
-------
Have you given a presentation or speech (in the last 6 months?)

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
----------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
We are interested in how people are getting along financially these days. The next questions are about the total income of all members of your family living in your house in 2003, before taxes and other deductions. The figure should include salaries, wages, pensions, dividends, interest, and all other income.

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Is your total household income less than $50,000 or more than $50,000?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(PROBE IF NEEDED: What would be your best guess?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Less than $50,000
3. More than $50,000
7. Income was (about) $50,000 {VOL}

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  380
3  424
7  12
8  6
9  18

P045180b Q250.f3z6b. Category Family Income If More Than 50K
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R's TOTAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME MORE THAN $50,000:

QUESTION:
-------
Which category best describes your total household income: $50,000-$64,999, $65,000-$84,999, or more than $84,999?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(PROBE IF NEEDED: What would be your best guess?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. $50,000-$64,999
3. $65,000-$84,999
5. More than $84,999

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 1,7-9 in Q249

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 416
1 84
3 130
5 200
8 2
9 8

P045180c  Q251.f3z6c. Category Family Income If Less Than 50K

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R's TOTAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME LESS THAN $50,000:

QUESTION:
-------
Which category best describes your total household income: $0-$14,999, $15,000-$34,999, or $35,000-$49,999?
(PROBE IF NEEDED: What would be your best guess?)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. $0-$14,999
3. $15,000-$34,999
5. $35,000-$49,999

MISSING CODES:
--------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 3,7-9 IN Q249

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

. 460
1  76
3 162
5 131
8  5
9  6

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Is your total household income less than $50,000
or more than $50,000?
Which category best describes your total household
income: $50,000-$64,999, $65,000-$84,999, or more
than $84,999?
Which category best describes your total household
income: $0-$14,999, $15,000-$34,999, or
$35,000-$49,999?
(PROBE IF NEEDED: What would be your best guess?)

VALID CODES:
-------------
01. $0     -$14,999
02. $15,000-$34,999
03. $35,000-$49,999
04. Just about $50,000 [VOL]
05. $50,000-$64,999
06. $65,000-$84,999
07. More than $84,999
08. Less than $50,000 - DK/NA/RF additional subcategorization
09. More than $50,000 - DK/NA/RF additional subcategorization

MISSING CODES:
--------------
88. Don’t know household income (8 in Q249)
89. Refused household income (9 in Q249)

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

01  76
02 162
03 131
04  12
05  84
06 130
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you personally (or jointly with a spouse), have any MONEY INVESTED IN THE STOCK MARKET RIGHT NOW -- either in an individual stock or in a mutual fund?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(INTERVIEWER: "MONEY INVESTED" INCLUDES RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS, LIKE IRAS INVESTED IN MUTUAL FUNDS.)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  546
5 288
8  2
9  4

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Do you (or any family member living with you) CURRENTLY receive payments from: Medicare?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know  
9. Refused  

TYPE:  
-----  
Numeric Dec 0  

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:  
QUESTION:  
---------  
Do you (or any family member living with you) CURRENTLY receive payments from: Medicaid?  

VALID CODES:  
-------------  
1. Yes  
5. No  

MISSING CODES:  
------------  
8. Don't know  
9. Refused  

TYPE:  
-----  
Numeric Dec 0  

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:  
QUESTION:  
---------  
Do you (or any family member living with you) CURRENTLY have retirement savings either in a pension plan or a retirement account, like an IRA?  

VALID CODES:  
-------------  
1. Yes  
5. No  

MISSING CODES:  
------------  
8. Don't know
9. Refused

**TYPE:**
-----

**Numeric Dec 0**

1  607
5  225
8  5
9  3

========================================================================

P045185a  Q257.f3z7e1. Rs Race/Ethnicity-Mention 1
========================================================================

**POST-ELECTION SURVEY:**

**QUESTION:**
---------

What racial or ethnic group or groups best describes you?

**INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:**
------------------------

({MULTIPLE MENTIONS})

(INTERVIEWER: THIS IS AN OPEN-ENDED QUESTION. REMEMBER TO RECORD VERBATIM. USE "ANYTHING ELSE" PROBE UNTIL COMPLETION. USE STANDARD CLARIFICATION PROBES AS APPROPRIATE. IF MORE SPACE IS NEEDED, FINISH ON PAPER.)

**VALID CODES:**
------------

10. Black
20. Asian
30. Native American
40. Hispanic
50. White
70. Other

**MISSING CODES:**
------------

80. None
88. Don't know
89. Refused
00. NA

**NOTES:**
------

The summary variable for Q257-Q259 follows at Q260.
This variable coded from an open-end response. Mentions coded in order, as mentioned by R. Hawaiian/Pacific Islander coded "20. Asian".

**TYPE:**
-----

**Numeric Dec 0**

0  1
10  60

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
What racial or ethnic group or groups best describes you?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{MULTIPLE MENTIONS}
(Interviewer: This is an open-ended question. Remember to record verbatim. Use "Anything else" probe until completion. Use standard clarification probes as appropriate. If more space is needed, finish on paper.)

VALID CODES:
------------
10. Black
20. Asian
30. Native American
40. Hispanic
50. White
70. Other

MISSING CODES:
--------------
80. None
88. Don't know
89. Refused
00. NA

NOTES:
------
The summary variable for Q257-Q259 follows at Q260.
This variable coded from an open-end response.
Mentions coded in order, as mentioned by R.
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander coded "20. Asian".

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec o

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

http://www.electionstudies.org/studypages/2004_panel/nes2004panel_var.txt
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
What racial or ethnic group or groups best describes you?

(INTERVIEWER: THIS IS AN OPEN-ENDED QUESTION. REMEMBER TO RECORD VERBATIM. USE "ANYTHING ELSE" PROBE UNTIL COMPLETION. USE STANDARD CLARIFICATION PROBES AS AppROPRIATE. IF MORE SPACE IS NEEDED, FINISH ON PAPER.)

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(MULTIPLE MENTIONS)

VALID CODES:
------------
10. Black
20. Asian
30. Native American
40. Hispanic
50. White
70. Other

MISSING CODES:
--------------
80. None
88. Don't know
89. Refused
00. NA

NOTES:
------
The summary variable for Q257-Q259 follows at Q260.
This variable coded from an open-end response.
Mentions coded in order, as mentioned by R.
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander coded "20. Asian".

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec o

.  839
30  1

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
What racial or ethnic group or groups best describes you?

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:

(MULTIPLE MENTIONS)

(INTERVIEWER: THIS IS AN OPEN-ENDED QUESTION. REMEMBER TO RECORD VERBATIM. USE "ANYTHING ELSE" PROBE UNTIL COMPLETION. USE STANDARD CLARIFICATION PROBES AS APPROPRIATE. IF MORE SPACE IS NEEDED, FINISH ON PAPER.)

VALID CODES:

10. Black
12. Black and Asian
13. Black and Native American
14. Black and Hispanic
15. Black and White
20. Asian
23. Asian and Native American
24. Asian and Hispanic
25. Asian and White
30. Native American
34. Native American and Hispanic
35. Native American and White
40. Hispanic
45. Hispanic and White
50. White (no mention of other race)
70. Other

MISSING CODES:

80. None
88. Don't know
89. Refused
00. NA

NOTES:

Hawaiian/Pacific Islander coded "20. Asian".
Note: case 652 has been coded 15 (Black and White) but included 3 mentions (Black, White and American Indian)

TYPE:

Numeric Dec o

0 1
10 56
13 2
15 4
20 9
25 3
30 1
35 16
40 17
45 11
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
--------
Checkpoint: Hispanic mention

VALID CODES:
------------
0. No Hispanic mention in Q257-Q259
1. Hispanic mention in Q257-Q259
6. Hispanic mention in Q257-Q259 but IWR mistakenly coded Q263 for no Hispanic mention
7. No Hispanic mention in Q257-Q259 but IWR coded Q263 for Hispanic mention
8. Hispanic mention in Q257-Q259 but IWR mistakenly coded Q263 as don't know

NOTE:
-----
Respondents whom the interviewer did not code for Hispanic mention in Q263 were asked Q264 (if Q263 correctly coded). See Q265 for final Hispanic status summary. Code 7 did not appear onscreen for the interviewer to code but flags cases where respondent mentions in Q257-Q259 did not specifically indicate Hispanic race but interviewer independently identified respondent as Hispanic and coded Q263 accordingly [note: for all cases coded 7 the respondent was Hispanic]. Codes 6,8 did not appear onscreen for the interviewer to code but have been added to identify cases for which IWR mis-coded respondent status according to race/ethnicity mentions in Q257-Q259.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF HISPANIC OR LATINO NOT MENTIONED FOR RACE/ETHNICITY IN Q257-Q262:

QUESTION:
---------
Are you of Spanish or Hispanic origin or descent?

VALID CODES:
-----------
1. Yes
5. No

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused
INAP. 1, 6, 7, 8 in Q263

NOTE:
-----
See Q265.F3Z9ax for Hispanic status summary.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P045188x Q265.f3z9ax. Summary: Is R Spanish/Of Hispanic Origin

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:
IS SPANISH OR HISPANIC GROUP MENTIONED IN Q257-Q262/
DID R IDENTIFY AS SPANISH/OF HISPANIC ORIGIN IN Q264:

VALID CODES:
-----------
0. No Hispanic mention in either Q257-Q262 or Q264
   (0 in Q263 and 5, DK, RF in Q264)
1. Hispanic mention in Q257-Q262 (1 in Q263)
2. Hispanic mention in Q264 (0 in Q263 and 1 in Q264)
3. Hispanic mention in both Q257-Q262 and Q264
   (6 in Q263 and 1 in Q264)
7. Hispanic - no Hispanic mention in Q257-Q259 but IWR
   correctly coded Q263 as Hispanic [Q264 not asked]

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
IF R HISPANIC:

QUESTION:
---------
Would you describe your Hispanic origin as MEXICAN, PUERTO RICAN, CUBAN, LATIN AMERICA, CENTRAL AMERICAN, or SPANISH?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Mexican
2. Puerto Rican
3. Cuban
4. Latin American
5. Central American
6. Spanish
7. Other {VOL} {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
-------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

INAP. 0,7 in Q265

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

0  792
1  28
7  20

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:
SUMMARY: How Long In Present Community

QUESTION:
---------
How long have you lived in your present community?
VALID CODES:
------------
00. Less than 1 year
01. 12-18 months; 1 year
02. 19-24 months; 2 years
03. 3 years
.
76. 76 years or more

MISSING CODES:
--------------
88. Don't know
89. Refused
99. NA

NOTES:
------
If R answered 'all my life' then R's age in years has been coded 18-76.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

---

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
How long have you lived in your current home?

VALID CODES:
------------
00. Less than 1 year
01. 12-18 months; 1 year
02. 19-24 months; 2 years
03. 3 years
.
76. 76 years or more

MISSING CODES:
--------------
88. Don't know
89. Refused
99. NA

NOTES:
------
If R answered 'all my life' then R's age in years has been coded 18-76.

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
(Do you/Does your family) own your home, pay rent, or what?

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Own house
5. Pay rent
7. Other {SPECIFY}

MISSING CODES:
---------------
8. Don't know
9. Refused

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

1      685
5      131
7      24

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Respondent gender (from preload)

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Male
5. Female

TYPE:
-----
Numeric  Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Respondent age (from preload)

VALID CODES:
MISSING CODES:
--------------
000. NA

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
R's cooperation was:

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Very good
2. Good
3. Fair
4. Poor
5. Very poor

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1      521
2      261
3      52
4      4
5      2

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
R's general level of information about politics and public affairs seemed:

VALID CODES:
------------
1. Very high
2. Fairly high
3. Average
4. Fairly low
5. Very low

TYPE:
-----
### POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

**QUESTION:**

R's apparent intelligence:

**VALID CODES:**

1. Very high
2. Fairly high
3. Average
4. Fairly low
5. Very low

**TYPE:**

Numeric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dec 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

**QUESTION:**

How suspicious did R seem to be about the study before the interview?

**VALID CODES:**

1. Not at all suspicious
3. Somewhat suspicious
5. Very suspicious

**TYPE:**

Numeric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dec 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
-------
Overall, how great was R's interest in the interview?

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Very high
2. Fairly high
3. Average
4. Fairly low
5. Very low

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  305
2  268
3  241
4   23
5    3

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
-------
How sincere did R seem to be in his/her answers?

VALID CODES:
---------
1. Completely sincere
2. Usually sincere
3. Often seemed to be insincere

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1   715
3   114
5    11

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
Were there any particular parts of the interview for which you doubted R's sincerity?

VALID CODES:
----------
1. Yes
5. No

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

1  30
5  810

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
----------
R's reaction to interview

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(MULTIPLE MENTIONS)

VALID CODES:
----------
10. Negative - general
11. Negative - too long
12. Negative - too complicated
13. Negative - boring/tedious/repetitious
15. R wanted to stop before iw completed. After starting IW, R made comments indicating regrets having agreed to do IW
20. R complained and/or iwr observed R was ill/deaf/tired/had bad eyesight etc. IW was hard for R
22. R complained and/or iwr observed r was confused by Qs, R was slow reader. IW was hard for R
30. R expressed doubts/apologies/embarrassments over lack of knowledge or own suitability for IW
31. R expressed doubts/apologies/embarrassments over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
40. R was agitated or stressed by interview process
41. R became angry at interview content
45. R became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
70. R appeared to enjoy the IW (R was cooperative/interested/pleasant)
80. Neutral or no feedback (1st mention only)

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
R's reaction to interview

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
{MULTIPLE MENTIONS}

VALID CODES:
------------
10. Negative - general
11. Negative - too long
12. Negative - too complicated
13. Negative - boring/tedious/repetitious
15. R wanted to stop before IW completed. After starting IW, R made comments indicating regrets having agreed to do IW
20. R complained and/or IWR observed R was ill/deaf/tired/had bad eyesight etc. IW was hard for R
22. R complained and/or IWR observed R was confused by Qs, R was slow reader. IW was hard for R
30. R expressed doubts/apologies/embarrassments over lack of knowledge or own suitability for IW
31. R expressed doubts/apologies/embarrassments over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
40. R was agitated or stressed by interview process
41. R became angry at interview content
45. R became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
70. R appeared to enjoy the IW (R was cooperative/interested/pleasant)

MISSING CODES:
---------------
INAP. No further mention

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0
(MULTIPLE MENTIONS)

VALID CODES:
---------
10. Negative - general
11. Negative - too long
12. Negative - too complicated
13. Negative - boring/tedious/repetitious
15. R wanted to stop before iw completed. After starting IW, R made comments indicating regrets having agreed to do IW
20. R complained and/or iwr observed R was ill/deaf/tired/had bad eyesight etc. IW was hard for R
22. R complained and/or iwr observed R was confused by Qs, R was slow reader. IW was hard for R
30. R expressed doubts/apologies/embarrassments over lack of knowledge or own suitability for IW
31. R expressed doubts/apologies/embarrassments over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
40. R was agitated or stressed by interview process
41. R became angry at interview content
45. R became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
70. R appeared to enjoy the IW (R was cooperative/interested/pleasant)

MISSING CODES:
-------------
INAP. No further mention

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

P045207d Q289.f4z12_4. IWR - Rs Reaction To IW - Mention 4

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
R's reaction to interview

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(MULTIPLE MENTIONS)

VALID CODES:
---------
10. Negative - general
11. Negative - too long
12. Negative - too complicated
13. Negative - boring/tedious/repetitious
15. R wanted to stop before iw completed. After starting IW, R made comments indicating regrets having agreed to do IW
20. R complained and/or iwr observed R was ill/deaf/tired/had bad eyesight etc. IW was hard for R
22. R complained and/or iwr observed r was confused by Qs, R was slow reader. IW was hard for R
30. R expressed doubts/apologies/embarrassments over lack of knowledge or own suitability for IW
31. R expressed doubts/apologies/embarrassments over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
40. R was agitated or stressed by interview process
41. R became angry at interview content
45. R became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
70. R appeared to enjoy the IW (R was cooperative/interested/pleasant)

MISSING CODES:
--------------
INAP. No further mention

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
R's reaction to interview

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTION:
------------------------
(MULTIPLE MENTIONS)

VALID CODES:
------------
10. Negative - general
11. Negative - too long
12. Negative - too complicated
13. Negative - boring/tedious/repetitious
15. R wanted to stop before iw completed. After starting IW, R made comments indicating regrets having agreed to do IW
20. R complained and/or iwr observed R was ill/deaf/tired/had bad eyesight etc. IW was hard for R
22. R complained and/or iwr observed r was confused by Qs, R was slow reader. IW was hard for R
30. R expressed doubts/apologies/embarrassments over lack of knowledge or own suitability for IW
31. R expressed doubts/apologies/embarrassments over lack of political knowledge, candidate names, election issues, or own lack of political participation
40. R was agitated or stressed by interview process
41. R became angry at interview content
45. R became concerned about sampling purposes or bias
70. R appeared to enjoy the IW (R was cooperative/interested/pleasant)
MISSING CODES:
-------------
INAP. No further mention

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

=====================================================================================
P045209 Q295.f4prob1. IWR - Difficulty Admin IW By Phone
=====================================================================================

POST-ELECTION SURVEY:

QUESTION:
---------
Is there any difficulty administering an interview by phone to this R?
(EXAMPLES: hard of hearing, illness that makes it difficult for R to stay on the phone very long, etc.)

VALID CODES:
------------
1 Yes {SPECIFY}
5 No

TYPE:
-----
Numeric Dec 0

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>784</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>